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On the Structure of Hopf Algebras
By JOHN W. MILNOR and JOHN C. MOORE*

The notionof Hopf algebra' has been abstractedfromthe work of Hopf
on manifoldswhich admit a productoperation. The homologyH*(M; K) of
in the fieldK admitsnot only a diagonal or
such a manifoldwithcoefficients
co-product
H*(M; K)

- H

(M; K) 0H H*(M; K)

inducedby the diagonalM e M x M, but also a product
H*(M, K)

0 HE*(M; K)

-

HE*(M; K)

inducedby the productM x M e M. The structuretheoremof Hopf concerningsuch algebrashas been generalizedby Borel,Leray, and others.
This papergives a comprehensive
treatmentof Hopf algebras and some
surrounding
topics. New proofsofthe classical theoremsare given,as well as
somenew results. The paperis dividedintoeight sectionswiththe following
titles:
1. Algebrasand modules.
2. Coalgebrasand comodules.
3. Algebras,coalgebras,and duality.
4. Elementarypropertiesof Hopf algebras.
5. Universalalgebrasof Lie algebras.
6. Lie algebrasand restrictedLie algebras.
7. Some classical theorems.
8. Morphismsof connectedcoalgebrasintoconnectedalgebras.
The firstfoursectionsare introductory
in nature. Section5 shows that,
a
over fieldof characteristiczero, the categoryof gradedLie algebras is isomorphicwith the categoryof primitively
generatedHopf algebras. In ? 6, a
similarresultis obtainedin the case of characteristicp # 0, but with graded
Lie algebras replaced by graded restrictedLie algebras. Section 7 studies
conditionswhena Hopf algebra withcommutativemultiplication
splitseither
as a tensorproductof algebras witha singlegeneratoror a tensorproductof
* The firstauthor was an AlfredP. Sloan Research Fellow, and the secondwas partially
supported by the Air Force Officeof ScientificResearch duringthe period that this work
was being done.
1 The termhyperalgebrais used by Cartier, Halpern, and others for the same concept.
Our Hopf algebras differfromthose definedby Borel in that the complicationor diagonal
map is consideredas part of the structure.
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Hopf algebraswitha single generator. It is here that one findsthe fundamental theoremof Hopf, Leray, and Borel. Section8 introducesand studies
mildlya canonicalanti-automorphism
definedforconnectedHopfalgebras. For
the Steenrod algebra, this operationwas essentiallyintroducedby Thom
(CompareMilnor[6]).
In additionto the main body of the paper, there is an appendixon the
in a fieldof characteristiczero.
homologyof H-spaces withcoefficients
1. Algebras and modules

For conveniencewe assume that we have chosena fixedcommutative
ring
K. Tensor productswill be taken over K, and the tensorproductof two KmodulesA and B will be denotedby A 0 B. SimilarlyHom(A, B) willdenote
the morphisms
of A intoB in the categoryof K-modules.
A gradedK-moduleA is a familyof K-modules{An}where the indicesn
run throughthe non-negativeintegers. If A, B are graded K-modules,a
morphismof graded K-modulesf: A - B is a familyof morphisms
{f"} such
thatfn:A,,, B, is a morphism
of K-modules.
If A and B are graded K-modules,then A 0 B is the graded K-module
such that(A0B) =( @i+i=nAtA?Bj, and iff: A-A', g: B B' are morphisms
of gradedK-modules,then(f0 g): A( B -+ A' 0 B' is themorphism
ofgraded
K-modulessuch that (f(0 g)n= Gz+i=,nf 0 gi.
If A is a graded K-module,we denoteby A* the gradedK-modulesuch
ofgradedK-modules,then
thatA* = Hom(An,K). If f: A B is a morphism
A*
thatf.*= Hom(f , K).
B*
K-modules
such
is
of
the
morphism graded
f *:
Here we use the conventionthat a moduleand the identitymorphismof the
modulewill be denotedby the same symbol.
SometimesK itselfwill be consideredas a gradedK-modulewhich is the
0-modulein all degrees except 0, and the ring K in degree 0. Recall that
A (0 K = A = K? A whereA and K bothdenoteeitherK-modulesor graded
K-modules.
1.1. DEFINITIONS. An algebra over K is a graded K-moduleA together
A and to:K
A such that
of gradedK-modulesq': A 0 A
withmorphisms
the diagrams
A (A A (D A-A
(1)

AA@ A

(9 A
AOA

and

'9,

A
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77( A

KOA-

'S/

(2)

XA

A

A
A/AD

K0A

-*A0A

are commutative. The morphismq' is called the multiplication of the algebra
A, and '? is called the unit of A.
A multiplication in a graded K-module A is a morphismqp:A 0 A > A.
For this to be the multiplicationof an algebra condition, (1) says that it must
be associative; while the existence of Y together with the commutativity of
diagram (2) says that this multiplication must have a unit.
For convenience we introduce the twisting morphism T: A 0 B >B 0 A
where A and B are graded K-modules, and T is the morphism such that
T,(a 0 b) = (-l)Pqb 3 a for a e Ap, be Bq and p + q = n. The algebra A is
commutative if the diagram
AO A
T

A

AOA

is commutative. Classically such an algebra was called anti-commutative.
If A and B are algebras over K, then A 0 B is the algebra over K with
multiplicationthe composition

A 0 B 0 A0

B

AOAOBOB

-9A

9 >A 0

B

and unit

K= KOK
A morphismof algebras f: A
that the diagrams

77A

BOB

B-B

A0B

B is a morphismof graded K-modules such

AMAD)A

{fOf

T7B

K'A

{f

{f
K

jf
IB

are commutative. Observe that an algebra A is commutative if and only if

a: A 0 A A is a morphismof algebras.
An augmentationof an algebra A is a morphismof algebras s: Ax K.
-
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An algebra A together with an augmentation EA is called an augmented (or
supplemented) algebra. If A is an augmented algebra, we denote by I(A) the
K. Observe that I(A)q = Aq for q > 0, and I(A)0 is the kernel
kernel of s: A
of s,: A,, K. The ideal I(A) in A is called the augmentation ideal of A. Observe
that as a graded K-module A may be considered as the direct sum
-

image '7 QDkernel a,

A
or identifyingK and image

7,

A = Ke
Here we use the fact that s67: K

I(A) .

K is the identitymorphismof K.

-

1.2. DEFINITION. If A is an algebra over K, a left A-module is a graded
K-module N together with a morphismq'N: A? N -k N such that the diagrams

A O OA
A N

AC N

A9(9N

(pA?( N

{9N

(PN

A ON
KO

7

N

SA

KON ~~'P

~\

N,

N

/

ON

/9RN

are commutative.
If N, N' are left A-modules, a morphism f: N o N' of left A-modules is
a morphismof graded K-modules such that the diagram
AO N -f-N
{A(f

A O N1

{f
N.N

is commutative.
If f, g: No N' are morphismsof left A-modules, then (f + g): N- N' is
the morphism of left A-modules such that (f + g)q = fq + gq: Mq >Mq, a
morphismof K-modules.
The kernel of f is the left A-module such that as a graded K-module
(Kerf)q = Ker (fq), and the cokernel of f is the left A-module such that as a
Coker (fq). Making a few routine verifications,
graded K-module (Coker f)q
one sees that the category of left A-modules is an abelian category.
The notion of right A-module M is definedsimilarly using a morphism of
graded K-modules 9M: MO A A M. The right A-modules also forman abelian
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category.
If M is a right A-module, and N is a left A-module the tensor product of
M and N is the graded K-module M 0A N such that the sequence

MO AO N SN.MSX

M0N

,-O

-*M0AN

is an exact sequence of graded K-modules.
If M'
M , M'
left A-module, then
-

0 is an exact sequence of right A-modules, and N is a

M'04AN

)MOAN-

M"

is an exact sequence of graded K-modules.
Similarly if M is a right A-module, and N'
sequence of left A-modules, then
M0AN'

-M04AN

-M0AN"

>0

0AN

-

N

N"

-

-

0 is an exact

-O

is an exact sequence of graded K-modules.
In particular if A is an augmented algebra, we have that K is a right Amodule via the augmentation s: A
K. Thus if N is a left A-module, we have
defined K 04 N and K 04 N = N/I(A)N where I(A)N is the image of the
composition
-

I(A)

ON -

AON9N.

1.3. DEFINITION. The algebra A over K is connectedif '?: K
A, is an
isomorphism.
Notice that any connected algebra A has a unique augmentation s: A
K,
=
and that KiA,, K where s072 K.
-

-

1.4. PROPOSITION. If A is a connectedalgebra overK, and N is a left

A-module,thenN = 0 if and only if KOA N 0.
PROOF. Certainly if N= 0, then K 04 N = 0. Suppose, on the other hand,

N is an epithat K 04 N = 0. This is equivalent to saying that I(A) 0 N
morphism. Now since A is connected, I(A) = 0; and then if Nq 0 for q _ k,
0 for
0 for q ? k + 1, and it follows that Nq
we have (I(A) 0 N)q
?
0
k + 1. Since (I(A)
q
No, we have proved the proposition.
N)o =
1.5. COROLLARY. If A is a connectedalgebra overK and f: N' -N

is a
morphism of left A-modules,then f is an epimorphism if and only if

K 04 N is an epimorphism.
4Af:K 0DAN'
PROOF. Certainly if f is an epimorphism,so is K 0Af. Suppose K 0Af is
an epimorphism. Let N" be the cokernel of f. We have exact sequences
, K0AN
N'N - N"'- 0, and KOiN'
0. Since KOAf
K0AN"--*

K

-
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is an epimorphism,K OA N" = 0, and it follows fromthe preceding proposition
that N" = 0 which proves the corollary.
If C is a graded K-module, then A 0 C is a left A-module called the extended A-module of C with q,'&?: A 0 A 0 Coo A 0 C the morphism
0 A
AX

9?' k-A 0DC .

C

If N is a left A-module, and f: C
then the compositionA ? C

N is a morphism of graded K-modules,

-

A ON

N is a morphism of left

A-modules.
Observe that K OA (A 0 C) = C, and that the morphismK 0 A(A 0 C)
KOAN under the conditions above is just the compositionof morphismsof
graded K-modules

C f)N

AKON.

1.6. PROPOSITION. If A is a connectedalgebra over K, C is a graded
K-module,N is a left A-module,and f: C N is a morphismof graded
K-modules,thenthecomposition
A OC-A(9f

) A0O N--N
9'N

is an epimorphismof leftA-modulesif and only if thecomposition
f
C. N >-K0AN
is an epimorphismof graded K-modules.
PROOF. The propositionfollows at once fromCorollary 1.5.
In addition to speaking of algebras over K being connected, it is possible
to speak of graded K-modules being connected. If N is a graded K-module, it
is connected if No K. If A is an algebra over K, and N is a left A-module,
we say that N is connected if the underlying graded K-module of N is connected. In this case, given an isomorphism '7: Kay
unique morphismi: A
N which is the composition

No, there is defined a

-

A

A

N.
-A AN
K0
1.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose thefollowingconditionsare satisfied:
( 1 ) A is a connectedalgebra overK;
( 2 ) N is a connectedleftA-module;
(3) C=K0AN;
(4) A: N NO C is a morphismof leftA-moduleswhere
-

is the morphism

qN

0

cPgNOK:

C;

A ONO

C -*NOC
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(5) H: N-> C is thecanonical epimorphism,and f: C N is a morphism.
of graded K-modulessuch that Hf = C;
(6) (s0C)A
H: N C;
(7) (No06)A =N: N-N; and
-(0
N ? C is an exact sequenceof left
(8) thesequence0 A 0 C
A-modules.
Iff: A0 C N is thecomposition A -O CA A0
(A N
N. then
f is an isomorphismof leftA-modules.
PROOF. By Proposition 1.6, we have that f is an epimorphism. Now define
filtrationson A 0 C and NO0 C as follows: Fp(A 0 C) = Eq, A 0 Cq, and
< N? Cq. Let E?(A 0 C) and E0(NO C) denotethe correFv(N0 C) =
sponding associated bigraded modules. We now have E0,q(A0 C) = Aq0 Cp,
and E0,q(N0 C) = Nq 0 Cp. Moreover
K O Cq)c Fp(NO C) since
Eq<p (NO C)q _ FP(NO C). Since A f is a morphism of left A-modules, it
follows that A/f(FP(A 0 C)) c Fp(N

EO(Af): E?(A

0

C) and thus Af induces

0

C) ->

E?(N0

C).

Moreover identifyingE?(A 0 C) with A 0 C and E?(N O C) with N ? C, we
have that E0(A7f) is just the morphism i 0 C which is a monomorphismby

hypothesis8. This impliesthat Af is a monomorphism,
and provesthe proposition,since nowf is a monomorphism.
2. Coalgebras and comodules
2.1. DEFINITIONS. A coalgebra over K is a graded K-module A together

of gradedK-modules
withmorphisms
A: A-

AOA

and s:A

such that the diagrams

A
(1)

AOA

A

AOA

AOA- -_)A0A0A
and
AO A

-A) K0A

/

A
A/

A<A/

\AO

A?E\

g

)K
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are commutative.The morphismA is called the comultiplication
of the coalgebra A, and s is called the unitof A.
The coalgebraA is commutativeif the diagram
A C) A
T

A7

A0A
is commutative.
If A and B are coalgebrasover K, then A 0 B is the coalgebra over K
withcomultiplication
the composition

A0(gB

AA

-g

AB

A (?DT?( B

A0gA0gB0B

-*A0gB0A0B,

and unit

A 0 B --

K X K = K.

A morphism
of coalgebrasf: A
such that the diagrams
A

A-NAA
jf

B

{ff

AB

AB

B is a morphismof graded K-modules

>($

B

A

'A

{f

B

K
{k

RUB

K

are commutative.One can verifywithoutdifficulty
that a coalgebraA is commutativeif and onlyif A: A A 0 A is a morphism
of coalgebras.
Noticingthat we mayconsiderK to be a coalgebrain a canonicalway,an
augmentationofa coalgebrais a morphism
of coalgebras'7: K e A. If A is an
augmentedcoalgebra,i.e., a coalgebratogetherwith an augmentation'7, we
denoteby J(A) thecokernelof'7. Considering
A as a gradedK-modulewe have
that
-

A = K et J(A) .
2.2. DEFINITIONS. If A is a coalgebraoverK, a leftA-comodule
is a graded
?
K-module N together with a morphismA,: No A N such that the
diagrams
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N

AON

AN

(?DN

ANAA

A<N

AON
A0N-

A'

A~N

-

-)A0AN
()-)K0N
/

AN\

/

N
are commutative.
If N, N' are leftA-comodules,
a morphismf: N >N' of leftA-comodules
is a morphism
of gradedK-modulessuch that the diagram
AN

N -HA?N

jf
nN'

{A~f

A(N'

is commutative.
The categoryof left A-comodulesis immediatelyseen to be an additive
category. However, due to the fact that A Oy ( ) is rightexact and not in
generalleftexact, it is notan abeliancategoryin general. If A is a flatgraded
K-module,thenthe categoryof leftA-comodulesis abelian.
The notionof rightA-comodulesis definedusing a morphismof graded
K-modulesA,: M-a MO A. The categoryof right A-comoduleshas similar
generalpropertiesto the categoryof leftA-comodules.
If M is a rightA-comoduleand N is a leftA-comodulethecotensorproduct
of M and N is the gradedK-moduleM o , N such that the sequence
O-

ME1AN

)-MON

M

AmN-MAN

A

N

is an exact sequenceof gradedK-modules.
A sequenceof gradedK-modules
> C(q)

C(q -1)

f(q-2))

-

is split-exactif it is exact, and Ker (f (q)) is a directsummandof C(q) foreach
q. Sequences of modulesover a K-algebraor a K-coalgebraare splitexact if
the underlying
sequencesof gradedK-modulesare splitexact.
If 0 M'
M
M" is a split-exact sequence of right A-comodules, and
N is a leftA-comodule,then
0M' DAN MDAN
-M1
EAN
-

-

-

is an exact sequenceof gradedK-modules.

MILNOR AND MOORE
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Similarly if M is a right A-comodule and 0
sequence of left A-comodules, then

0

M WAN'

-

DM

-

-

N

N'

N

N" is a split-exact

M WAN"

is an exact sequence of graded K-modules.
2.3. DEFINITION. The coalgebra A over K is connectedif e,: A0 K is an
isomorphism.
Notice that any connected coalgebra A has a unique augmentation
22:K-+ A, and that se&O= K.
-

2.4. PROPOSITION. If A is a connectedcoalgebraoverK, and N is a left

A-comodule,thenN = 0 if and only if K WA N = 0.
PROOF. Certainly if N = 0, then K WlAN = 0. Suppose that K

WA N

0.

J(A) (0 N is a monomorphism. Since A
This is equivalent to saying that N
is connected, J(A), = 0; and thus, if Nq = 0 for q ? k, we have (J(A) 0 N)q= 0
for q < k + 1; and it follows that Nq = 0 for q < k + 1. Thus N = O and the
propositionis proved.
Having proved the preceding proposition we cannot, as in the preceding
section, draw a simple corollary since the category of left A-modules is not
necessarily abelian.
-

N" is a
N is thekerneloff consideredas a

2.5. PROPOSITION. If A is a connectedcoalgebraoverK, f: N

morphismof left A-comodules,c: N'
graded K-module,and thesequence
J(A) (ON'

J(A) 0 N

-*

J(A) (O N"

if and
is an exact sequenceof graded K-modules,thenf is a monomorphism
only if K WAf: K WA N-> K WAN' is a monomorphism.
PROOF. We have a commutative diagram

K

N

N
J(A)

I

WAN

? N'-

I

J(A)?N

K Dflf
-

K

AN"
N"

J(A)?gf
J(A) ? N"

with exact rows and columns. If f is a monomorphism,it follows at once that
K WAf is a monomorphism. Suppose K W4f is a monomorphism,and that
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N,' = 0 for q ? k. Then since A is connected, (J(A) 0 N')q = 0 for q < k + 1;
and (J(A) (0 f )q is a monomorphismfor q ? k + 1. Thus fq is a monomorphism
for q < k + 1, and Nq' = 0 for q < k + 1 which shows that N' = 0 and proves
the proposition.
Observe that the condition that J(A) (0 N'
J(A) (0 N
J(A) (0 N" be
exact is immediate if either A is a flat K-module or f is an epimorphism.
If C is a graded K-module, then A 0 C is a left A-comodule with
-

AIsc: A ( C0

>A0&A0C

the morphismA 0 C. If N is a left A-comodule and f: N
of graded K-modules, then the composition
No

A0N

C is a morphism

-2AC
A

A

is a morphismof left A-comodules.
Observe that K WA (A (0 C) = C, and the morphism
K

LIANN

K

IA(A (

C)

under the conditions above is just the composition
-N
f-C.
We may definethe notionof connected left A-comodules, just as we defined
the notionof connected modules over an algebra in the preceding section. Thus
a left A comodule N is connected if it is connected as a graded K-module, i.e.,
A definedas the composition
No K. We then have j: N
Kw4N

A (&.N-I)
N-AN-*ON
where s: N
2.6.
( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
AN

0

A ($9K = A
-*OKA

K, a I N, is an isomorphism.

PROPOSITION. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied:
A is a connected coalgebra over K,
N is a connected left A-comodule,
C= K IAN,
N is a morphism of left A-comodules where ANeg
p: NO( C

C,

N is the canonical monomorphism, and f: N-o C is a
(5) j: C
morphism of graded K-modules such that fj = C,
(6) p()7 ( C) = j: C yNg
= N:- N
(7) q(N?(7)
N, and
> 0 is an exact sequence of
(8) the sequence N( C f 0C--> A(0 C
left A-comodules.
A C sAO the
1ffA:
N
A
omposition
-C, ,9then
OfIA
is thecomposition N-)A?
N A?!g
If :N
A(&C
-

MILNOR AND MOORE
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f is an isomorphism of left A-comodules.
PROOF. Define filtrationson A 0 C and N (? C as follows: FP(A 0 C)
A ? Cq, FP(N03 C) = Iq~p NO Cq, and let EO(A (0 C) and EO(N0(9 C)
Igqp
denote the corresponding associated bigraded modules. We now have
EoPs(A 0 C) = Aq 0 C, and Eopjq(N? C) = Nq 0 Cp. Moreover
C)) c FP(A

f7(FP(N

0 C)

and hence induces E0(Ip): Eo(N 0 C)
Eo(A (0 C); identifying EO(N (0 C)
i C which is
with N O C, and EO(A 0 C) with A 0&C, we have E0(f9) = .0
an epimorphismby hypothesis 8. Thus fp is an epimorphismand f is an epimorphism.
C and we are now in a position to apply either
Since K oL f= C: C
Proposition 2.4 or 2.5, it follows that 7 is a monomorphism,and hence an isomorphism,which proves the proposition.
3. Algebras, coalgebras, and duality
A graded K-module A is of finite type if each A, is a finitelygenerated
K-module. It is projective if each A, is projective. We recall a few facts concerning graded K-modules which are projective of finitetype. If A and B are
such K-modules, then
(1 ) the morphismof graded K-modules

X: A

-

A**

definedby X(x)a* = a*(x) for x e A,, a* e A* is an isomorphism,
(2 ) the morphismof graded K-modules
a: A* 03B*

) (A0B)*

a*(x)b*(y) for a* e A*, b* e B*, x e Ap, y e Bq is
definedby a(a* 0 b*)(x 0 y)
an isomorphism.
(A 0 B)*. Notice that A* is
A**, and A* 0 B*
Thus we write A
projective of finitetype when A is projective of finitetype.
3.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose that A is a graded K-module which is
projective of finite type, then
A is a multiplication in A if and only if 9*: A*
(1) p: A 0 A
A* 0 A* is a comultiplication in A*,
(2 ) q is associative if and only if 9* is associative,
(3 ) 7;: K-) A is a unit for the multiplication p if and only if 7j*: A*
K* = K is a unit for the comultiplication qY*,
(4) (A, p, 77) is an algebra if and only if (A*, *, *) is a coalgebra,
K is an augmentation of the algebra (A, ', p) if and only if
( 5 ) s: A
-

-
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s*: K - A* is an augmentation of the coalgebra (A*, q*, i*), and
(6) the algebra (A, p, I) is commutative if and only if the coalgebra
(A*, q*, I*) is commutative.
The proof of the preceding propositionfollows at once fromthe definitions
and standard properties of projective modules of finitetype.
3.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose (A, p, i7) is an algebra over K such that the
graded K-module A is projective of finite type. If N is a graded K-module
which is projective of finite type, then
( 1 ) 9y: A 0 N-o N defines the structure of a left A-module on N if
and only if P,*: N* ) A* 0) N* defines the structure of a left A*-comodule
on N*, and
( 2 ) under the preceding conditions, if K 04 N is projective of finite
K El N*.
type, then (K?ON)*
Once more the proofof the propositionfollows at once from the definitions.
3.3. DEFINITIONS. Suppose that A and B are augmented algebras. A
B of augmented algebras is left normal if
morphismf: A
> C is split exact
(1 ) the sequence of graded K-modules I(A) 0 B
B
where C = K04B and wcis the natural epimorphism,and
(2) the composition
B (& I(A)

B

C

is zero.
The morphismf is right normal if
(1 ) the sequence of graded K-modules B (0 I(A)
B >
0
K
w
and is the natural epimorphism,and
where C =B
(2 ) the composition
I(A) (g

B

C is split exact

>C

is zero.
We say that f is normal if it is both right and left normal, and in this
case we write B//ffor K 04AB = B 04 K. Moreover if f is a monomorphism
we write B//A for B//fwhen f is clear from the context.
3.4. PROPOSITION. If f: A
B is a left normal morphism of augmented
algebras, C= K?4 B, and r: B L C is the natural morphism, there are
unique morphisms of graded K-modules sp,:C 0 C
C, )7,:Ken C, and
K
such
that
is
a
C
wr
morphism
augmented
algebras.
of
s,
-

-

-

The proof is immediate from the definitions.
3.5. DEFINITIONS.

Suppose that A and B are augmented coalgebras. A
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A is left normal if
morphismf: B
(1 ) the sequence of graded K-modules
CU
is split exact where C = K
(2 ) the composition

i

W

B

J(A) & B

B and i is the natural monomorphism,and

C- ?B
-BgB
is zero.
The morphismf is right normal if
(1 ) the sequence of graded K-modules

,B (J(A)

C-UB
is split exact where C = B
(2 ) the composition

W AK

C

J(A)

and i is the natural monomorphism,and
>B

)J(A)OgB

is zero.
We say that f is normal if it is both right and left normal. If f is a
normalepimorphismwe write A\\Bfor K W A B = B W AK when f is clear from
the context.
A is a left normal morphism of augmented
3.6. PROPOSITION. If f: B
B is the natural morphism, there are
coalgebras, C = K W A B, and i: C
C
K
K-modules
K,
graded
unique morphisms of
A,: C Ck C 0 C, ,: C
such that i is a morphism of augmented coalgebras.
-

The proof is immediate from the definitions.
Observe that condition 1 in the definitionof either normal morphism of
algebras or of normal morphismof coalgebras is always satisfied if the ground
ring K is a field; while condition 2 is always satisfied in the commutative
case.
3.7. DEFINITIONSAND NOTATION. If A is an augmented algebra over K,
let Q(A) = K (A I(A). The elements of the graded K-module Q(A) are called
the indecomposable elements of A. If A is an augmented coalgebra over K,
let P(A) = K W A J(A). The elements of the graded K-module P(A) are called
the primitive elements of A.
Note that there is a natural exact sequence
I(A)

0

I(A)

> I(A)

> Q(A)

>0

for an augmented algebra A. Thus Q(A) = I(A) (0A K.
Similarly if A is an augmented coalgebra, there is a natural exact sequence
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> P(A)

O

and thus P(A) = J(A)

WA

> J(A) -

J(A) 0 J(A),

K.

B is a morphismof augmented algebras, then f induces

If f: A

> Q(B) .

Q(f): Q(A)

B is a morphismof augmented coalgebras, then f induces
Similarly if f: A
P(B).
P(f): P(A)
-

-

B is a morphism of augmented algebras
3.8. PROPOSITION. If f: A
and B is connected, then f is an epimorphism if and only if Q(f): Q(A)
Q(B) is an epimorphism.
PROOF. Certainly if f is an epimorphism, then Q(f) is an epimorphism.
Suppose now that Q(f) is an epimorphism. We have a commutative diagram
I(A)
I(B)

0

0

> I(A)

I(A)

I(f)

I(f) & I(f)

I(B)

> I(B)

>0

> Q(A)
Q(f )

> Q(B)

>0

with exact rows. Since I(B)o = 0, it follows that I(f)o is an epimorphism.
Suppose I(f)q is an epimorphism for q < n, then (I(f) (0 I(f))q is an epimorphism for q < n; and thus by the 5-lemma, I(f)q is an epimorphismfor q < n,
and the propositionfollows.
B is a morphism of augmented coalgebras,
3.9. PROPOSITION. If f: A
the underlying graded K-modules of A and B are flat, and A is connected,
then f is a monomorphism if and only if P(f): P(A)
P(B) is a monomorphism.
PROOF. Certainly if f is a monomorphism,then P(f) is a monomorphism.
Suppose that P(f) is a monomorphism. We have a commutative diagram

O
O

> P(A)

{P(f)
> P(B)

> J(A)

> J(A)

J(f) & (f)

{J(f)

> J(B)

0) J(A)

> J(B)

(0 J(B)

with exact rows. Since J(A), = 0 it follows that J(f)0 is monomophism. Suppose J(f)q is a monomorphismfor q < n, then since A and B and hence J(A)
and J(B) are flat we have that (J(f) (0 J(f))q is a monomorphismfor q < n;
and thus by the 5-lemma, J(f)q is a monomorphismfor q ? n, and the proposition follows.
Note that the differencebetween Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 comes from the
fact that the functor tensor product is right exact, but not left exact. Thus
a hypothesis is needed to guarantee its left exactness under certain conditions.
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3.10. PROPOSITION. If A is an augmented algebra, and the underlying
graded K-module of A is projective of finite type, then
(1 ) the sequence
I(A)

0

0

Q(A)

I(A) I(A)

is split exact if and only if the sequence
0

J(A*)

P(A*)

J(A*)

(0 J(A*)

is split exact, and
(2) if the sequences of (1) are split exact, then P(A*) = Q(A)*, and
Q(A)= P(A*)*.
The proof of the propositionis immediate from the definitions.
B is a left normal morphism of aug3.11. PROPOSITION. If f: A
=
C is the natural morphism of
and
r: B
mented algebras, C
KODAB,
augmented algebras, then the sequence
-

Q(7r) Q(C)

Q(A) Q f) Q(B)

>O

is an exact sequence of graded K-modules.
PROOF. We have that the cokernel of Q(f) is the cokernel of
I(B)2
I(A) Ef3

> I(B),9

I(B)/I(A)B, and since these two
and that Q(C) is the cokernel of I(B)2
the
propositionfollows.
cokernels are naturally isomorphic

A is a left normal morphism of aug3.12. PROPOSITION. If f: B
B is the natural morphism of
=
and
K
i: C
mented coalgebras, C
EA B,
augmented coalgebras, then the sequence
-

O

> P(C)

P~i)
() P(B)

P( f ) P(A)

is an exact sequence of graded K-modules.
PROOF. Suppose

x e P(B)n

and f(x) = 0, then AB(x) = X 0 1 + 1

(f (0 B)AB(X) = 1 0 x, and so x e P(B)n nfCn. Thus x e P(C)n.
the proof of the propositionis immediate.

0

x,

The rest of

4. Elementary properties of Hopf algebras
4.1. DEFINITION. A Hopf algebra over K is a graded K-module A together
with morphismsof graded K-modules
cp:A?A
A: A

-A,

A

> A (8 A,

?:K -A
s: A

K

such that
( 1 ) (A, p, 7]) is an algebra over K with augmentation s,
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(2)
(3)

(A, A, a) is a coalgebra over K with augmentation i, and
the diagram
AAO A

A

A O A & A O A-

A?O

-OTOA

A

A(8 A(8 AQgA

is commutative.
Notice that condition 3 is equivalent to saying either that A is a morphism
of algebras over K, or that p is a morphismof coalgebras over K except for
the conditioninvolving preservationof units. However since ) is an augmentation of the coalgebra in question, the diagram

K

)K0K

A0 A

A

is commutative and thus A is a morphismof algebras. Similarly 9 is a morphism of coalgebras.
In the diagram

A

A(?A

_

K

|eA

\

K(
K?

K

K?A

O-

the upper right hand triangle is commutative if a is a unit of the coalgebra. The
lower part of the diagram being clearly commutative, we have A is a morphism
of augmented algebras. Similarly 9 is a morphism of augmented coalgebras.
4.2. DEFINITIONS. If A is a Hopf algebra, a left module over A is a left
module over the underlying algebra of A. If M and N are left modules over
M 0 N
A, then M O N is the left module over A with RMQN A ? M O N
definedas the composition
AOMONAMN

A

A

AOMOAON

N

X
(PM(S~(NMO

N.

A left module coalgebra over A is a left A-module B together with morphisms
BK such that (B, A., sB) is a
B 0 B and BB
of left A-modules AB, B
coalgebra over K.
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Similar considerations apply to right A-modules and A-coalgebras.
4.3. PROPOSITION. If A is a Hopf algebra over K, B is a left A-module
and w: B y C is the natural morphism of graded
coalgebra C = KOAB
unique morphisms A,: Coo C (0 C and ea: Coo K
are
K-modules, then there
such that wris a morphism of coalgebras over K.
B (0 B is a morphismof left A-modules, it induces
PROOF. Since AB: B
-

A(B O&B) .

OAB -K

KOAAB: K

However there is a natural morphism

(B 0B) -

?: K0A
We let A
it induces

=

a

o? (K(0A

K is a morphismof left A-modules,

Since EB:B

AB).

K

(K0&AB) 0& (K0AB)C

AeB: K

>KOAK

AB

.

Noting that K A K -K where A acts on K via a, we see easily that (C, A0, es)
fulfillthe required conditions.
Note that C could be considered as a coalgebra over A on which I(A) acts
trivially. Observe further that, if N is a left A-module on which A acts via
e, and we consider A itself as a left A-module, then A (0 N is a left A-module,
and is in fact the extended A-module of N as definedin paragraph 1.
Recall furtherthat if B was a connected A-module, we defineda canonical
B in paragraph 1.
morphismi: A
-

4.4. THEOREM. If A is a connectedHopf algebra over K, B is a connected
B, and wr:B C are the canonleft A-module coalgebra, C = KA B, i: A
A> Coo 0 are split
B, B
ical morphisms, and the sequences 0
exact as sequences of graded K-modules, then there exists h: B-RA? C which
is simultaneously an isomorphism of left A-modules and right C-comodules.
= C.
B be a morphismof graded K-module such that wrf
PROOF. Let f: C
Note that the composition
A

B

B

B-IB0DB

B-8

Or

-BC

B

@

C

is a morphismof left A-modules and the conditions of Proposition 1.7 are satisfied. Thus if f is the composition
Aof
A?B
B
AOC
A-modules.
Hence there is a moran
of
left
f
that
we have
isomorphism
is
A. Now let h be the comA such that gi
phism of left A-modules g: B
position
AB

B-*B?(B

g ? Ar

-+A?C.
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We now have that h is a morphism
of leftA-modulesand ofrightC-comodules.
FilteringA (0 C by settingF,(A 0 C) = Eq<pA 0 Cq, we have that hf is filtrationpreservingand that E0(hf) is just the identitymorphism
ofE0(A (0 C).
of left A-modules,and hence so is h. Clearlyh
Thus hf is an isomorphism
fulfillsthe requiredconditionsand the theoremis proved.
4.5. DEFINITIONS. If A is a Hopf algebra, a left comodule over A is a

left comoduleover the underlyingcoalgebra of A. If M and N are left co-modulesover A with A,,N: M
M @ N

0

N definedas the composition

A?TN
T

A

MM?N

A0A

"'

M(g0M(N

-M?g-

A (o M(

N.

A left comodule algebra over A is an A-comodule B together with morphisms
of left A-comodulesRB: B 0 B >B and yB: K-n B such that (B, gB, B) is an

algebraover K.

4.6. PROPOSITION. If A is a Hopf algebra over K, B is a left A-comodule
algebra, C = K WAB, and i: C U B is the natural morphism of graded
C and r7c:K
C
K-modules, then there are unique morphisms p%: C 0 C
such that i is a morphism of algebras over K.

The proofof the proposition
is similarto that of 4.3.
if
Recallthat B was a connectedA-comodulea canonicalmorphism
j: B
was definedin paragraph2.

-

A

4.7. THEOREM. If A is a connected Hopf algebra over K, B is a conA, and i: Coo B are the
A B, j: B
rnectedleft A-comodule algebra, C =K
a
C>
canonical morphisms, and the sequences B
A
B are split
0, 0
exact as sequences of graded K-modules, then there exists h: A 0 C
B
which is simultaneously an isomorphism of left A-comodules and right
C-modules.
-

-

The proofis similarto thatof4.4. Oneuses Proposition2.6 insteadofProposition1.7.
4.8. PROPOSITION. If A is a graded projective K-module of finite type,
then (A, p, ry,A, s) is a Hopf algebra with multiplication 9, comultiplication
A, unit Y, and counit a if and only if (A*, A*, s*, 9*, 7)*) is a Hopf algebra
with multiplication A*, comultiplication 9*, unit s*, and counit )7*.

The proofis immediatefromthe definitions,
and what has been done
earlier.
4.9. PROPOSITION. If A, B, C are connectedHopf algebras, and i: A

>B,
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C are morphisms of Hopf algebras, then thefollowing are equivalent:
(1) i is a left normal monomorphism of algebras, C = K (?A B, and
i
I
A> C- 0 are split exact as sequences of
B, B
the sequences 0
graded K-modules,
(2 ) wris a right normal epimorphism of coalgebras, A = B oa K, and

w: B

C 0 are split exact as sequences of
> B, B
the sequences 0 ) A
graded K-modules,
B which is an isomorphism of left
( 3 ) there exists f: A 0 C
A-modules and right C-comodules such that i = f(A 0YI), and wrf= s?( C.
-

This propositionis a resume of some part of what has already been proved.
Notice that exactness and split exactness are equivalent if K is a field. Thus
if K is a fieldand the multiplication in B is commutative,any sub Hopf algebra
of B is normal as a subalgebra. Similarly if K is a fieldand the comultiplication
in B is commutative, then any quotient Hopf algebra of B is normal as a
coalgebra.
C are morphisms of connected
B, 7r:B
4.10. PROPOSITION. If i: A
Hopf algebras satisfying the conditions of the preceding proposition, thenw
there is a commutative diagram
0

P(A)

) P(B)

P(C)

Q(A)

> Q(B)

> Q(C)

>0

with exact rows.
PROOF. The propositionfollows at once from 3.11, 3.12 and the fact that,
Q(D).
for any Hopf algebra D, there is a natural morphismP(D)
-

C are morphisms of Hopf
4.11. PROPOSITION. Suppose i: A > B, j: B
algebras such that i, j are split monomorphisms, and left normal morphisms
C' be themorphism
of algebras. Let B' = K 0, B, C' = K 0( C, and j': B'
of Hopf algebras induced by j. Now j' is a split monomorphism which is left
normal as a morphism of algebras, and
-

K 0B

C = K

B' C'.

E' is a split monomorphismif the sequence
PROOF. Recall that f: E
- B 0 D where
E
Now
exact.
E' is split
applying 4.9, we have that C
0
D which
Thus C' - K @, (B 0 D) = B'(g D, and K 0BsC'
D =KOBC.
proves the proposition.
-

-

4.12. DEFINITION. A set I is directly ordered if there is given a partial
ordering of I such that
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(1) i _ j, j _ k impliesi < k,
(2) i < j andj ? iif andonlyif i= j,
( 3 ) fori, j I, thereexists k I such that i ? k and j < k.
If for each i e I, A(i) is a graded K-module, and if for i _ j,
ofgradedK-modulessuchthatif i _ j, j < k,
f(j, i): A(i) A(j) is a morphism
and
then f(k,j) f(j, i) = f(k, i),
f(i, i) = A(i), we say that we have a direct
-

system of graded K-modules; and we denote by lim, A(i) the direct limitof this

directsystemofgradedK-modules. If each A(i) is an algebra,a coalgebra,or a
Hopf algebra,and each f(i, j) is a morphismof algebras, coalgebras,or Hopf
algebras as the case may be, then lim, A(i) is an algebra, coalgebra, or Hopf

algebra accordingto the type of direct systemwith which we are dealing.
Moreoverin each case the underlyinggradedK-moduleis the direct limit of
the underlyinggradedK-modulesof the directsystem.
Moregeneraldirectlimitsexist in any of the categoriesbeingconsidered,
but we will notconcernourselveswiththat here.
Recall that a Priiferringis an integraldomainK such that everyideal in
K is flat, or equivalentlyevery finitelygeneratedideal in K is projective.
Such a ring has the propertythat everysubmoduleof a flatmoduleis flat,or
equivalentlythat everyfinitely
generatedsubmoduleof a flat module is projective. Thus for such a ring we have that everysubmoduleof finitetype
of a flatgradedK-moduleis projectiveof finitetype.
4.13. PROPOSITION.
If B is a connectedHopf algebra over the Pritfer
ring K such that theunderlyinggraded K-moduleof B is fiat, thenB is a
direct limit of sub Hopf algebras of B whose underlyinggraded K-module
is projectiveof finitetype.
PROOF. Let C be the set of sub HopfalgebrasofB whichare directlimits
of sub Hopfalgebrasof B of finitetype. Clearly 3 is closedunderlimits,and
thus has maximalelements. Let A be such a maximalelementof B. We propose to show that A = B.
Supposethat x is an elementof least degreeof B - A. Now
wherey E A

0 A.

i E I where A

=

AB(X) = X C) 1 + 1 C) X + y

Withoutloss of generality we may assume that y E A(i) for

lim, A(i), and A(i) is a sub Hopf algebra of B of finite type.

Now if we let B(i) be the subalgebraof B generatedby A(i) and x, we have
that B(i) is a sub Hopf algebra of B which is of finitetype lim,B(i) E x and
follows.
containsA. This is impossible.ThereforeA = B and the proposition
4.14. Notation. If B is an algebraover K, we denote by B(n) the subalgebra of B generatedby elementsof degreeless thanor equal to n.
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4.15. PROPOSITION. If B is a connectedHopf algebra over the Prilfer
ring K, and theunderlying graded K-module of B is projectiveof finitetype,then
( 1 ) thereis a unique comultiplicationin B(n) such that B(n) is a sub
Hopf algebra of B;
( 2 ) theunderlyinggradedK-moduleofB(n) is projectiveoffinitetype,.
(3) B(n) is finitelygeneratedas an algebra;
(4) Q(B(n))r = Q(B) for r < n, and
(5 ) Q(B(n)), = Ofor r > n.
The proof of this propositionis immediate from the definitions.
4.16. DEFINITIONS. A quasi Hopf algebra over K is a graded K-module:
A together with morphismsof graded K-modules
-

:A03A
A:A

--A

A
A,

:K

-

A,

: A -K

A

such that
(1)
(2)

9Yis a unit for the multiplication 9,
e is a counit for the comultiplicationA,

(3)

the diagram
A{(gA
0 A g A
A
A (g

AD

A
>D A A

-(A

(g

0A0A0A

A

is commutative, and
(4)

sy = K: KK.

One sees easily that a quasi Hopf algebra A over K is a Hopf algebra if
and only if both 9 and A are associative.
Moreover if A is a quasi Hopf algebra, then P(A) is the kernel of J(A)
J(A) 0 J(A), and Q(A) is the cokernel of I(A) 0 I(A)
I(A), just as for Hopf
algebras, there is a natural morphismof graded K-modules P(A)
Q(A). Prop-ositions 4.13 and 4.15 follow for quasi Hopf algebras, just as for Hopf
algebras.
-

4.17. PROPOSITION. If A is a connectedquasi Hopf algebra over the
field K of characteristiczero, thenthenatural morphismP(A)
Q(A) is a.
9
monomorphismif and only if the multiplication is commutativeand
associative.
-
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Q(A) is a monomorphism. For x e Ap,
(xy)z - x(yz). If x, y, z are primitivea(x, y, z)
is primitive and its image in Q(A) is zero. Thus a(x, y, z) = 0. Suppose now
a(x, y,z) = Ofor p < u, q _ v, r < w, and consider the case p _ u, q < v,
r = w + 1. Now a(x, y, z) is primitive and has zero image in Q(A) and hence
is zero. Proceeding by induction we have that a: A (0 A 0g A
A is the zero
PROOF. Suppose that P(A)

ye Aq, z e Ar,let a(x, y, z)

-

-

morphism,or that the multiplication p is associative. For x E Ap, y e Aq, let
[x, y] = y- (-_ )pqyx. Notice that if x, y are primitive, [x, y] is primitive
and has image zero in Q(A). Proceeding by inductionas before we obtain that
[, ]: A 0 A n A is zero, and then 9 is commutative.
Suppose now that the algebra A is commutative and has one generator
xe A., n > 0. If n is odd then x2 = (-_1)2X2 =_ x2 and x2 0, that
P(A) = I(A) = Q(A). If n is even, A(x) = x 0D1 + 1 ? x,
A(Xk)

= Ei+

j kj

j)Xi

0

xi

where (i, j) denotes the appropriate binomial coefficient,and 1 = x0. We now
see that P(A)
Q(A) is an isomorphism.
-

Suppose that the converse part of the proposition is proved for algebras
with less than or equal to m generators, and that A is an algebra such that
xi e A, for i = 1, **rnm + 1, ni < ni+1, and the images of the elements
X
X1
form a basis of er Q(A)r. Let A' be the subalgebra of A genx1,...
erated by X1, ... , Xa, and note that A' is a commutative algebra with comultiplication. Let A" = KOA' A = A//A'and observe that A" is a commutative algebra with comultiplicationand one generator as an algebra. We now
have a commutative diagram

o

> P(A')

O

> Q(Al)

-

P(A)

Q(A)

-

P(A")
Q(Aff)

0

with exact rows. Since P(A')
Q(A') is a monomorphismit follows that
P(A) oQ(A) is a monomorphism. Thus by induction the converse part of the
propositionis proved for finitelygenerated algebras. As in Proposition 4.13
any connected coalgebra with comultiplication is a direct limit of connected
algebras with comultiplicationwhich are of finitetype, and those of finitetype
are direct limits of finitelygenerated ones as in Proposition 4.14. Thus since
the functors P and Q commute with direct limits, and the direct limitof monomorphismsis a monomorphismin the category of graded K-modules, the proposition follows.
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4.18. COROLLARY. If A is a connectedquasi Hopf algebra over the field
K of characteristic zero, then
( 1) the comultiplication A is commutative and associative if and only
if P(A) - Q(A) is an epimorphism, and
(2) A is a Hopf algebra with both commutative multiplication and commutative comultiplication if and only if P(A)
Q(A) is an isomorphism.
-

4.19. DEFINITIONOR NOTATION.Suppose that K is an integral domain of
characteristic p k 0, and A is a commutative algebra over K, define t: An

A by d(x) = x.

Notice that d(x + y) = t(x) + d(y), and d(xz) = d(x)e(z) for x, y e A",
z e Am. In particular d(kx) = kPt(x) for x@ A,, k e K. Observe also that if p
and n are odd, then d(x) = 0.
4.20. PROPOSITION. If A is a connected quasi Hopf algebra over the
field K of characteristic p t 0, then the natural morphism P(A)
Q(A) is
a monomorphism if and only if the multiplication p is commutative and
-

associative,and (Aj) = 0 for n > 0.

PROOF. Suppose P(A)
Q(A) is a monomorphism. The first part of the
proof of 4.17 shows that c is associative and commutative. Notice that if
x E P(A), thend(x) E P(A)pn,and the image of t(x) in Q(A)pnis zero. Thus
t(x) = 0. If d(Am) = 0 for 0 < m < n, then d(Aj) c P(A),,; and since the
composition An Q(A)p, is zero, it follows by induction that
P(A)pn
t(A") = 0 for all n, and the firsthalf of the propositionis proved.
0 for
Suppose now that 9 is commutative and associative, and t(A")
all n > 0. As in the second half of 4.17, in order to show that P(A)
Q(A)
is a monomorphism,it sufficesto do so in case the algebra A has one generator

x e@
A,, n > 0. If p = 2, thenx2= 0, and P(A) = I(A) = Q(A). The situation
is the same if p is odd and n is odd. If p t 2, and n is even, then Aq = 0 for
q t kn k = 0, 1, *.,
(p - 1) and Xk is a basic element for Akn. Since
5(Xk)

=

Li+j=Jif

and (i, j) Y 0, we have P(A), = An

j)Xi

0

xi

Q(A)n, P(A)q = 0 = Q(A)q for q k n,

and the propositionfollows.
If S is a subset of the K-module M, we denote by K(S) the K-submodule
generated by S.

4.21. PROPOSITION. If A is a connectedquasi Hopf algebra with associative commutative multiplication over the field K of characteristic p k 0,
there is an exact sequence

0

-

P(K(tA))

-

P(A)

-

Q(A) .
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PROOF. Let A' = K(e(A)), and A" = K0A, A. Now d(A") = 0 for n > 0,
and we have a commutative diagram
0-

P(A')

P(A)

-

Q(A)

P(A")

-

Q(A)

Q(A")

with exact rows. The propositionnow follows from4.20.
4.22. DEFINITION. Suppose that K is a fieldof characteristic p k 0, and
A is a commutative coalgebra of finite type over K. Define K(X(A)) to be
K(e(A*))*, and observe that KX(A) is a quotient coalgebra of A. If A is a
direct limit of commutative coalgebras of finite type A = limi A(i), define
KX(A) = limrKX(A(i)).
Observe that if A is of finitetype, then K(X(A))* = K$(A*).
4.23. PROPOSITION. If A is a connected Hopf algebra with both com,mutativemultiplication and commutative comultiplication over the field K
of characteristic p = 0, there is an exact sequence
o

-

P(K$(A))

-

P(A)

-

Q(A)

-

Q(KX(A))

-

0.

The proof of the propositionis immediate from the definitions. Observe
that if n is odd we have K$(A). = 0 = KX(A)%; and thus for n odd, if follows
that P (A)n
4.23.

> Q(A).

for any Hopf algebra A satisfying the conditions of

5. Universal algebras of Lie algebras
A by
5.1. DEFINITIONS. If A is an algebra over K, define[, ]: A (0 A
[x, y] = y- (-_ )pqyx for x E Ap, y e Aq. The morphismof graded K-modules
[, ] is called the Lie product of A. The graded K-module A, together with its
Lie product, is called the associated Lie algebra of the algebra A.
A Lie algebra over K is a graded K-module L together with a morphism
0 L )LL such that for some algebra A, there is a monomorphismof
[,]:L
A such that the diagram
graded K-modules f: L
L LL

'] L

{f?S'
{f
AOAI-)-A
is commutative.
L' of Lie algebras
If L and L' are Lie algebras over K, a morphismf: L
is a morphismof graded K-modules such that the diagram
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L

0D

IL

L

lf(~f
L'0(@L'l-iL>L'

is commutative.
z E

if

5.2. PROPOSITION. If L is a Lie algebra over K, x G L,
Lr, then
( 1 )

(

2)

[x, y]

(-

1)Pr[X,

J(-)pq+l[X,

[y, Z]] +

y e Lq, and

y], and
(-_1)qP[y,

[Z.

X]] +

(-1)rq[z,

[x, y]] = 0.

The proof of the propositionis immediate from the definitions. If K is a
field of characteristic #2 or 3, it is possible to characterize Lie algebras by
the identities (1) and (2). Notice that (1) implies that 2[x, x] = 0 for p even.
To characterize Lie algebras over a fieldof characteristic 2, it is necessary to
assume, in addition to (1) and (2), that for any integer p, [x, x] = 0. Identity
(2) implies that 3[x, [x, x]] = 0 for p odd. To characterize Lie algebras over a
fieldof characteristic 3, it is necessary to assume that [x, [x, x]] = 0 for p odd.
It is perhaps worth remarking that a Lie algebra is not an algebra since
it does not have a unit, and its multiplicationor product is not associative.
5.3. DEFINITION. If L is a Lie algebra, the universal enveloping algebra,
of L is an algebra U(L) together with a morphismof Lie algebras iL: L - U(L)
such that if A is an algebra and f: L - A is a morphismof Lie algebras, there
A such that the diagram
is a unique morphismof algebras f: U(L)
L

U(L)

Xf

A

is commutative.
5.4. Remarks. Since we have defined the universal enveloping algebra
of a Lie algebra by a universal propertyof morphisms,it is certainly unique
if it exists. Existence is proved as usual in the following way: If L is a
graded K-module let T(L) denote the tensor algebra of L, i. e., as a graded
K-module T(L) = G), T,(L) where T,(L) denotes the tensor product of L with
L, and T2(L) = L 0 L. There is a
itself p-times, e. g., To(L) = K, T1(L)
> Tp+q(L) which on passing to direct
natural isomorphism Tp(L) 0 Tq(L)
sums induces a multiplicationp: T(L) (0 T(L)
T(L). Since To(L) = K, there
K and T(L) becomes an
are natural morphisms 7?:K a T(L) and s: T(L)
-

-
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augmented algebra over K. The algebra T(L) has the following property. If
A is a morphismof graded K-modules and A is the underlying graded
f: L
K-module of an algebra, then there is a unique morphism of algebras
A such that the diagram
fl: T(L)
-

L--

T(L)
A

of graded K-modules is commutative, where L = T1(L) and i is the natural
morphism.
Now if L is the underlying module of a Lie algebra, f a morphismof Lie
algebras, and I the ideal in T(L) generated by elements xy - (- 1)Pyx - [x, y1
ye Lq, then f'(I) = 0, and thus, if we let U(L) = T(L)/I, there is
for x e L y
A such that the diagram
a unique morphismof algebras f: U(L)
L 1

U(L)

X\f
A

is commutative, where iL is the compositionL
U(L).
T(L)
Notice that the graded K-module 0 is a Lie algebra and that U(O) = K.
Thus, since for any Lie algebra L, there is a unique morphismof Lie algebras
K and U(L) is an augmented
OL: L -f0, we have that OL induces s: U(L)
if
L'
a
L
is
Now
of
Lie
f:
morphism
algebras, there is a unique
algebra.
U(L') such that U(f)iL = irf, and thus
morphism of algebras U(f): U(L)
in
L
U(L) is fact a functor from the category of Lie algebras over K to the
category of augmented algebras over K.
-

Since in our definitionof Lie algebra L, we assumed that for some algebra
A such that f was a monomorA there was a morphismof Lie algebras f: L
phism of graded K-modules, it follows that iL: L
U(L) is a monomorphism
of graded K-modules because f = fil
5.5. DEFINITION. If L, L' are Lie algebras over K, then L x L' is the
Lie algebra over K such that
[(x, y), (x', y')] = ([x, x'], [y, y'])
for
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The Lie algebra L x L' is called the product of the Lie algebras L and L'.
In fact the preceding definitionis slightly incorrect since we have not
shown that L x L' can be imbedded in the associated Lie algebra of an algebra.
However, this omission is easily remedied by defining
iLXl

L x L'

-

U(L)

0 U(L')

by i(x, y) - x 1 + 1ly
for (x, y)e (L x L'),.
Recall that in an arbitary category (& the product of objects A and A', if
it exists, is an object A x A' together with morphismsw: A x A' >A and
w7':A x A' A' such that, if C is an object in (& and f: C A, f': C A' are
A x A' in (a
morphismsin (i, then there is a unique morphism f x f': C
Esuchthat wifx f'
f and w'f x f = f'. It is exactly in this sence that L x
L' is the product of the Lie algebras L and L' in the category SK of Lie algebras over K and morphismsof Lie algebras over K.
Suppose now we consider the category (CSC)K of Hopf algebras over K
A' be morphisms
with commutative comultiplication. Let f: C
A, f': C
in this category. We have that A 0 A' is an object in the category and the
,composition
-

-

-

-

-

C

AG

C

(9 C

f (9f,

is a morphismin the category. Moreover (A

s 0) A'(f 0 f)AG

A

?

A'

0 s)(f 0 f')Ac
= f'.

f, and

A
Thus A 0 A', together with the canonical morphisms (A 0 s): A 0 A'
and 6 0 A': A 0 A'
A', is easily seen to be the product of the objects A and
A' in the category.
Observe that in the preceding, one used the fact that the comultiplication
was commutative, for otherwise A0 would be only a morphismof algebras and
not necessarily of Hopf algebras.
5.6. PROPOSITION. If L and L' are Lie algebras over K, then
U(L x L') = U(L) 0) U(L') .
PROOF. One verifieswithout trouble that the morphism of Lie algebras
iLXL': L x L'
U(L) (g U(L') satisfies the necessary conditionsfor it to be the
universal enveloping algebra of L x L'.
-

5.7. DEFINITIONAND COMMENTS.If L is a Lie algebra we have a natural
L x L, where A(x) = (x, x) for x E L,. This induces
morphism A: L
U(A): U(L)
U(L) 0 U(L) and U(L) becomes a Hopf algebra. Henceforth
we will consider that U(L) is a Hopf algebra with this comultiplication. Notice
that the comultiplication in question is commutative, thus U(L) is an object
-

-
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in (CXC)K.
A Hopf algebra A is said to be primitively generated if the least subalgebra of A containing P(A) is A itself.
5.8. PROPOSITION. If A is a Hopf algebra, then P(A) is a sub Lie algebra
of the associated Lie algebra of A.
The proof of the proposition is immediate from the definition. Now we
may say that a Hopf algebra A is primitivelygenerated if the natural morphism of Hopf algebras U(P(A))
A is an epimorphismin the category of
graded K-modules.
It is evident that every primitivelygenerated Hopf algebra has commuta-tive comultiplication. Thus the category (9'XC)K whose objects are the primitively generated Hopf algebras and morphismsare morphismsof Hopf algebras
in a subcategory of the category (CX,)K of Hopf algebras with commutative
comultiplication. Recall that we have seen (4.18) that, if K is a field of
characteristic zero, a connected Hopf algebra A is in (9XC)K if and only if
P(A)
Q(A) is an epimorphism,or equivalently the comultiplication of A is
commutative.
-

-

We now have two functors,U: &Kp
(,PfC)K

and P:

XfCK

2.K

where XC

is the category of all Hopf algebras over K.

5.9. PROPOSITION. The functors U: &Kcommute with products, and direct limits.

(9JC)K and P: (QCX)K

2

This propositionis just a resume of things stated earlier, together with
a couple of observations. Note that we have not discussed the question of
the existence of products in the category XCK but only in the subcategory
(a

J)K.

In order to proceed furtherwe need to recall some facts about bigraded
K-modules. A bigraded K-module A is a family of K-modules {Apq} where the
indices p and q run through integers such that p + q ? 0. If A and B are
B is a family
bigraded K-modules, a morphismof bigraded K-modules f: A
of morphismsof K-modules {fpq} such that fpq: Ap,q Bpq.
If A and B are bigraded K-modules, then (A 0 B) is the bigraded K-module
-

such that (A?)B)pq =

@r+8=P

u+v=q

ArU(OBsV.

of
The tensorproductof morphisms

bigraded K-modules is definedsimilarly. There is also the dual of a bigraded
K-module A. It is denoted by A* and is the bigraded K-module such that
= Hom (fpq, K).
A*,q= Hom (Ap,q,K). If f: A B, then f*: B* A*, and fp*,q
If A and B are bigraded K-modules, the twisting morphism T: A (0 B
0 a for a e Ar,
B ? A is the morphismsuch that Tp,q(a(0 b) = (- 1)(r+u)(B+v)b
-*
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b ? B,, V, r - s

p, and u + v -q.

We are now in a position to carry out the work of the preceding chapters
using bigraded K-modules instead of graded K-modules. The details of so doing
are left to the reader. It is worth commentingthat a bigraded K-module A is
said to be connected if A,,0, K. However connectedness no longer sufficesfor
the theorems of the earlier paragraph in which the hypothesis was needed.
We assume instead that we are dealing with algebras such that they are connected and either
Ofor p < 0, except for (p, q) = (0 0), or
(1) Apq
(2) Ap,q 0 forp > 0, except for (p, q)
(0,0).
In case (1) when dealing with a module B the condition of connectedness is
replaced by assuming in addition that Bp,q = 0 for p < 0, and in case (2) we
assume Bp,q - 0 for p > 0. We proceed in the same fashion for coalgebras
and comodules over coalgebras. The bigraded case of a propositionin the preceding chapters such as 3.8 will be referredto as Proposition B 3.8. We leave
the task of checking details to the reader.
Although we have dealt informallywith filtrationsin the preceding paragraphs, we now recall some furtherdetails. If A is a graded K-module, a filtration on A is a familyof sub-graded modules of A {FpA} indexed on the integers
such that FPA ci Fp+1A. If A and B are filteredmodules, a morphismof filB is a morphism of graded modules such that
tered graded modules f: A
The
associated
ci
bigraded module of the filteredgraded module
FpB.
f(FPA)
A is the bigraded module E0(A) such that E0(A)p,q= (FpA/Fp_,A)p+q. If
f: A B is a morphismof filteredgraded modules there is induced a morphism
E0(B) of associated bigraded modules.
E0(f): E0(A)
-

-

-

The filtration{FpA} on the graded module A is complete [3] if
(1) A= limpOFpA, and
(2 )A = lim-,,.,,A/FpA.
B is a morphism
If A and B are complete filteredgraded modules and f: A
of filteredmodules, then if E0(f): E0(A)
E0(B) is a monomorphism,epimorphism, or isomorphism,f is a monomorphism,epimorphism,or isomorphismas
the case may be.
-

-

If A and B are filteredgraded modules, a filtrationis definedin A 0 B by
letting Fp(A 0 B) = Im (@?,+s=pFA(0 F8B A (0 B). There is a natural
E0(A (0 B), which is always an epimorphism and
morphismE0(A) 0&E0(B)
is easily seen to be an isomorphismif either
-

-

( 1 ) the sequences
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o
o

> FA
+

FqB -

>A
B

-

AA/FDA
B/FqB

0
>0

are splitexact forall p, or
( 2 ) the modulesA/FDAand B/FqB are flatforall p, q.
In this paperwe will assume that we are always dealingwitha case such
that
EO(A)

(0 EO(B)

E0(A (0 B).

Moreover,we will always deal witha case such that FpA = A for p > O, or
0 forp < 0.
FA
The groundringK is always consideredto be a filteredgraded module
with FpK = K forp > 0, and FpK 0 forp < 0. We thenhave EO(K) is the
bigradedmoduledenotedby K.
A filteredalgebra A over K is an algebra witha filtration
on its underlyof filtered
ing gradedK-modulesuch that (p: A 0 A A is a morphism
graded
modules. Thus if A is a filteredalgebra over K, then E0(A) is a filtered
bigradedalgebra over K.
If A is a filteredalgebra over K, a filteredleft A-moduleM is a left
A-modulewith a filtrationon its underlyinggraded K-module such that
R: A 0 M M is a morphismof filteredgradedmodules. In this case EO(M)
is a moduleover EO(A).
Similarconsiderations
applyto coalgebras,comodules,and Hopfalgebras.
-

5.10. DEFINITION. If A is a primitively
generatedHopf algebra over K,
its primitivefiltrationis definedinductivelyas follows:
(1) FA = 0Oforp< O,
(2) FA = K, and
A.
( 3 ) F-,1A = Im FA Q (P(A) 0 FpA)
In otherwordsFpA is the sub graded K-moduleof A generatedby products of ? p primitiveelements. This filtrationcould be definedon any Hopf
algebra but it is completeif and onlyif A is primitively
generated.
5.11. PROPOSITION. If A is a primitivelygeneratedHopf algebra over

thefield K, thenE?(A) is a bigradedHopf algebra such that
(1 ) EO(A)p,q 0
O for p ? 0 exceptfor (p, q) = (0, 0),
( 2) P (E?(A))
Q(E?(A))9
(3) P(E0(A))p,q 0
Ofor p + 1, and
(4) P(E?(A))I,q = E?(A)I,q
P(A)q+l.
PROOF. Part 1 followsimmediately
fromthe way that the filtration
on A

was defined.Moreoverit followsat once that E?(A) is primitivelygenerated
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by E, q(A) for all q. Thus Q(E0(A))p,q = 0 for p # 1, and Q(E0(A))1, q= E0(A)i,q.
Since in A, if x ? P(A)m,,ye P(A)n, we have [x, y] ? P(A)m+n,if follows
that EO(A) is commutative, and the proposition follows from B 4.18 if the
characteristic of K is zero. If the characteristic of K is finite, say d, then
if x ? P(A)q and either d = 2 or q is even, we have xcd? P(A)dq. Thus in EO(A),
we have d(E?q(A)) = 0 for (p, q) # (0, 0), and the remainderof the proposition
follows from B 4.23.
5.12. DEFINITION. If L is a Lie algebra, we define the Lie filtrationon
U(L) inductively as follows:
0Oforp<O,
(1) FpU(L)
and
(2) F0U(L)=K,
=
3)
Im
(
U(L).
(FpU(L)) Q (L 0 FpU(L))
Fp+ U(L)
Observe that the Lie filtrationon U(L) is complete, and if {FU(L)} is the
primitivefiltrationon U(L), then FpU(L) ci FU(L).
5.13. PROPOSITION. If K is a field, L is a Lie algebra over K, and U(L)
is filtered by the Lie filtration, then
( 1 ) EO(U(L))p,q = 0 for p ? 0 except for (p, q) = (0, 0),
(2) EO(U(L)) is a primitively generated, commutative bigraded Hopf
algebra,
( 3) Q(EO(U(L)))I, q = EO(U(L))i, q = Lq+,, and
( 4) if the characteristic of K is zero, then
P (EO( U(L)))
Q(EO( U(L)))
PROOF. Parts 1, 2, 3 follow from the definitions,while 4 follows from
B 4.18.
5.14. NOTATIONAND COMMENTS.For the time being we need a different
notation for the underlyinggraded module of a Lie algebra L. It will be denoted by L'. The module L' can also be considered as a Lie algebra by letting
its Lie product be zero. We now denote U(LI) by A(L), i. e., A(L) = T(L#)/I
where I is the ideal in T(LO) generated by elements xy - (-_ )Pqyx for x E Lo,
y E LqL. The algebra A(LI) has the universal propertythat if B is a commutaB is a morphismof graded K-modules, then there is
tive algebra and f: L'
a unique morphismof algebras f: A(L) - B such that the diagram
LV-

A(L)

X Of
B

is commutative. It also has the universal propertythat if L' is a Lie algebra
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of gradedK-modules,thereis a unique morand if f: LO L' is a morphism
phismof bigradedHopf algebrasEO(A(L)) EO(U(L')) inducedby f.
-

5.15. THEOREM (Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt).If Kis a field of characteristic
zero, and L is a Lie algebra over K, then the natural morphism
EO(A(L))

>EO(U(L))

is an isomorphism.
PROOF.

By 5.13 we have that Q(EO(A(L)))
P(EO(A(L)))

-

Q(EO(U(L)))

and

> P(EO( U(L)))

are both isomorphisms.Hence applying B 3.8 and B 3.9, it follows that
and the theoremis proved.
EO(A(L)) EO(U(L)) is an isomorphism,
There is a moreusual way of statingthe precedingtheorem. Recall that
if A is a bigradedmodule we have associatedwithA a gradedmodule$A,
where(@A)n = @pq=n Ap,q. This functorfrombigraded modulesto graded
modulestakes algebras into algebras, coalgebras into coalgebras, and Hopf
algebras intoHopf algebras. In particularif we have a gradedK-moduleX,
i. e., an abelian Lie algebra over the fieldK, then @E0(A(X)) = A(X).
-

5.16. THEOREM. If K is a field of characteristic zero, and L is a Lie
algebra over K, then the natural morphism
A(L)

(1 E U(L)

is an isomorphism.
5.17 PROPOSITION. If K is a field of characteristic zero, and L is a Lie
algebra over K, then the primitive and the Lie filtrations on U(L) coincide.

First we considerthe case whereL is connected,i. e., Lo = 0. In
to
this case L is a direct limitof Lie algebrasof finitetype,and it suffices
and
connected. Now let {I'FpU(L)}
provethe assertionwhenL is of finitetype
PROOF.

denote the Lie filtrationon U(L) and {"FFpU(L)}

the primitive filtration. We

in view of 5.11, 5.13, and
have that IE0(U(L))
IIE0U(L) is a monomorphism
the fact that L c P(U(L)). We are dealingwithvectorspaces of finitetype,
and forany given degreen the dimensionsover K of U(L),, @p+q=n EPqU(L)
-

and

Ep+q=nIIEpqU(L)

are equal, which proves the result.

Supposenow X is a vectorspace over K, concentratedin degree 0. Let
L(X) be the Lie algebra P(T(X)) whereA(x) = x 0 1 + 1 0 x forx E X0. We
associate withL(X) a gradedLie algebra N(X). Recallingthat
T(X) = (BP Tp(X)

we let N(X)2p = L(X) n Tp(X), and L(X)2p+, = 0; and using the inducedLie
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product, obtain a graded connected Lie algebra. Since the result is valid for
this graded connected Lie algebra, it is also valid for L(X) itself.
Now if L is any Lie algebra concentrated in degree 0, we have that there
is a natural epimorphismT(LI)
U(L) and a resulting natural epimorphism
L(LI)
U(L). Recalling that T(LI)
U(L(L')),
we have a commutative
-

-

diagram
IEOU(L(L#))

I

IEOU(L)

>IIEO

-

U(L(L#))

I

IIOEU(L)

where the vertical morphismsare epimorphisms. It follows that
IEOU(L)

-

IIEOU(L)

is an epimorphism. We already know that this last epimorphism is a monomorphismsince L c PU(L), and thus it is isomorphismwhich proves the result
if L is concentrated in degree 0. For any Lie algebra L there is a canonical
0 where L' is connected and L"
L
Lexact sequence 0
L-"
is concentrated in degree 0. It follows that U(L'), U(L), and U(L") satisfy
the hypothesis of Proposition 3.12, so we have the commutative diagram
-

+

00

-

-

L

L-

PU(L')

-

PU(L)

-

-

L

-

0

PU(L")

with exact rows. The propositionnow follows from the 5-lemma.
5.18. THEOREM. If K is a field of characteristic zero, and P: (iP'C)K:
and
U: 2,K > ('PXC)K are the natural functors, then
2,K
is the identity functor of ,.
(1) the functor PU:
(2) the functor UP: (PXC)K
(PfC)K is the identity functor of (IPX)K.
PROOF. The preceding propositionimplies PU(L) = L, and hence 1. Since
=P(A), it is a monomorphism.
A has the propertythat PU(P(A))
U(P(A))
Certainly it is an epimorphism,hence an isomorphism, which implies 2, and
hence the theorem.
?2K

-

&?K

-

6. Lie algebras and restricted Lie algebras
6.1. DEFINITIONS. Suppose that p is a prime, and that K is a commutative
ring which is an algebra over the primefieldwith p-elements. If A is an algebra
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over K, define d: A,,y APn in case either n is even or p - 2 by t(x) = xP for
x E An. The graded K-module A together with its Lie productand the functions
I: An -APn
is called the associated restricted Lie algebra of A.
A restricted Lie algebra over K is a Lie algebra L together with functions
I: Ln LPn forn evenor p = 2 suchthat forsomealgebra A, thereis a monoA such that the diagrams
morphismof Lie algebras f: L
Ln

A
An

Lpn

1
) Apn

are commutative.
L' of
If L and L' are restrictedLie algebras over K, a morphismf: L
restricted Lie algebras is a morphismof Lie algebras such that the diagrams
Ln

Lpn

Lf

L

1

1

are commutative
6.2. DEFINITION. If L is a restrictedLie algebra over the ring K of characteristic p, the universal enveloping algebra of L is an algebra V(L) together
with a morphismof restricted Lie algebras iL: L o V(L) such that if A is an
A is a morphismof restrictedLie algebras, there is a unique
algebra and f: L
A such that the diagram
morphismof algebras f: V(L)
-

L

-L-,

V(L)

\f

O
A

is commutative.
6.3. REMARKS. The uniqueness of V(L) is assured since it is definedby a
universal propertyof morphisms. Existence is seen by considering L as a Lie
algebra and letting V(L) = U(L)/I where I is the ideal in U(L) generated by
elements of the formxP - d(x) for x E Ln where n is even or p = 1. Moreover
A for some associative algebra A, and
since there is a monomorphismf: L
f = f L we have that iL: L
V(L) is a monomorphism.
The graded K-module 0 is certainly a restrictedLie algebra and OL:L
0
is a morphismof restricted Lie algebra. This induces V(L)
V(O) = K, and
thus L o V(L) is a functor from the category of restricted Lie algebras over
-
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K to category of augmented algebras over K.
6.4. DEFINITION. If L, L' are restricted Lie algebras over the ring K of
characteristic p, then L x L' is the restrictedLie algebra over K whose underlying Lie algebra is the product of the underlyingLie algebras of L and L' and.
such that
d(x, x') = (e (x),

for (x, x') E (L x L')n where n is ever or p

(x'))

1.

=

6.5. PROPOSITION. If L and L' are restricted Lie algebras over the ringf
K of characteristic p, then
V(L x L') = V(L) 0) V(L') .
The proof is just as the proof of 5.6.
6.6. DEFINITIONSAND COMMENTS.If L is a restrictedLie algebra we have
L x L, where A(x) = (x, x) for x E L,. This induces
a natural morphismA: L
V(A): V(L)
V(L) 0 V(L) and V(L) becomes a primitivelygenerated Hopf
algebra.
-

6.7. PROPOSITION.If A is a Hopf algebra over thering K of characteristic
p, then P(A) is a sub restricted Lie algebra of the associated restricted Lie
algebra of A.
The proof of the propositionis immediatefrom the definition.
We now have two functors V: (9S

)

(PC)

>
and P: XCK

(tS2)K

where

is the category of restricted Lie algebras.

(9S~)K

6.8.

PROPOSITION. The functors V:

(?S)K-

(PCK)and

P: (CZJC)K(k)K

commute with products and direct limits.
The proof of the propositionis immediate from the definition.
6.9. DEFINITION. If L is restrictedLie algebra over the ring K of characteristic p, the Lie filtration on V(L) is the filtrationinduced by U(L)
V(L),
i.e., Fq(V(L)) = Im (Fq U(L)
V(L)).
6.10. PROPOSITION. If K is a field of characteristic p # 0, and L is a
restricted Lie algebra over K, then the primitive and the Lie filtrations on
V(L) coincide.
The proof is easy and follows the lines of the proof of 5.17.
6.11. THEOREM. If K is a field of characteristic p # 0, and P: (9XC)K
(9S})K

and V: (ZS)K

-)

(9XC)K

(1 ) thefunctor P V: (92)K
(2 ) thefunctor VP: (PC)-

are the natural functors, then
(9k2)K is the identityfunctor of (XkS)K,
(XC)K

and

is the identity functor of (Pf)K.
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If L is a restricted Lie algebra, we may let LO denote the restricted Lie
algebra with Lie multiplication0 and 5 = 0, we may then write V(LO) = B(L).
6.12. PROPOSITION. If K is a field of characteristic p # 0, and L is a
-restrictedLie algebra over K, then
B(L) = @EOV(L)

.

6.13. PROPOSITION. If K is a field, f: ARB is a morphism of Hopf algebras which is a monomorphism of the underlying graded vector spaces, and
B is primitively generated, then A is primitively generated.
PROOF. We may suppose A c B. Let A' be the maximal primitivelygenerated sub Hopf algebra of A, i.e., A' = U(P(A)) if the characteristic of K is zero,
or A' = V(P(A)) if the characteristic of K is p # 0. ConsiderA' and B as filtered
by their primitivefiltrations. Define a filtrationof A by letting FqA A n FqB.
Note that F1A -K + P(A). Now we have A = UFqA and FqA = 0 for q < 0.
Thus the filtrationon A is complete, moreover the way we have definedit, the
morphismE0(A)
E0(B) is a monomorphism.
Consider E0A and E0B as graded by the filtrationdegree. Then they are
connected. Suppose the theorem is true for connected Hopf algebras, so that
E'A is primitivelygenerated. Since P(E0(B))r,, = 0 for r # 1 it follows that
-

P(E0(A))rgs=

0

forr # 1. It now followsthatEV(A')

-

E0(A) is a morphism

of primitivelygenerated bigraded Hopf algebras, and that P(E0(A')) )P(E0(A))
is an isomorphism.
Now a morphismof connected coalgebras is a monomorphismif and only
if P(f) is a monomorphism,and a morphismf of connected algebras is an epimorphismif and only if Q(f) is an epimorphism. Thus E0(A')
E0(A) is an
A is an isomorphism,and the result follows.
isomorphism,A'
It remains to prove the theoremfor connected A and B. Using Proposition
4.13, it sufficesto prove it for A of finitetype. Now it follows by an argument
similar to the proofof Proposition 4.13 that B is the direct limit of primitively
generated sub Hopf algebras of finite type. If A is of finitetype, then it is
contained in one of these primitively generated Hopf algebras of finite type
B' c B. Hence it sufficesto prove the result when A and B are both of finite
type and connected. In this case, Proposition 4.20 (applied to the dual Hopf
algebra) implies that A (or B) is primitivelygenerated if and only if A* (or B*)
has an associative commutativemultiplication,and 5(An)= 0 forn > 0 (or $(Bn) =
0 for n > 0), where 5(x) = x", p = characteristic of the field K. If f: A x B
is a monomorphism,it follows that f *: B* > A* is an epimorphism,and thus
these propertiescarry over fromB* to A*, and the theorem is proved.
-

6.14. DEFINITIONS. If L is a Lie algebra over K, then a subalgebra L' of L
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is a normal subalgebra if there exists a Lie algebra L", and a morphismof Lie
algebras f: L > L" such that L' is the kernel of f.
6.15. PROPOSITION. If K is a field, B is a primitively generated Hopf
algebra over K, and A is a sub Hopf algebra of B, then thefollowing conditions
are equivalent:
(1) P(A) is a normal sub Lie algebra of P(B),
(2) the algebra of A is a normal sub algebra of the algebra of B, and
( 3 ) the algebra of A is a left normal sub algebra of the algebra of B.
PROOF. Suppose x e P(A)m, y e P(B),, and (1) is satisfied, then xy
[x, y] + (-_ )Pqxyand [x, y] e P(A)mf+n. Thus I(A)B = BI(A) since B is primitively generated and (1) implies (2). Certainly (2) implies (3). Suppose (3), and
let C = K (?A B. Now C is a primitivelygenerated Hopf algebra, and we have
that the sequence
0

>P(B)

>P(A)

P(C)

is an exact sequence of Lie algebras which implies (1).
Note that the preceding proposition shows that K
and as indicated in ? 3 we often write B//A for C.

(A

B

C =B

0( K,

6.16. PROPOSITION. If K is a field, B is a primitively generated Hopf
algebra, and A is a normal sub Hopf algebra of B, then the sequence of Lie
algebras
0

P(A)

P(B11A)

>P(B)

0

is exact.
PROOF. We have that the sequence 0
P(B//A) is exact.
P(B)
P(A)
U(L) if the characteristic
Let L be the cokernel of P (A) > P (B), and let C
of K is zero, or C = V(L) if the characteristic of K is p. Now there is a natural
P (B//A) is exact and C - B//Ais a monoB//Aand 0 - P (C)
morphismC
morphism. Moreover the compositionB C )B//Ais just the natural morphism
B - B//A. Hence C - B//A is an epimorphism. This implies Coo B//A is an
isomorphism,and the desired result follows.
We now proceed to use an old trick to obtain the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt
theorem for Lie algebras over a fieldK of characteristic p # 0.
-

-

-

-

6.17. DEFINITIONS, RECOLLECTIONS,AND NOTATION. Let Z denote the
ring of rational integers, and let Z [[t]] denote the ring of formal power series
in one variable t over Z. If f e Z[[t]], let f(n) denote the coefficientof t' in f.
Now f is a unit in the ring Z[[t]] if and only if f(O) =+ 1. Indeed let f-t(0) =
f(O). Thentheformulaf-1(n) -f(O)-1(E>'f(i)ft-(n - i)) definesf-1(n) inductively for n > 0.
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Let I be the ideal in Z[[t]] consistingof thosefunctionswith no constant
of tk in the
Z[[t]] be definedby f(f)(k) is the coefficient
term. Let 8: I
to the rationalfunction
powerseriescorresponding
TI 1i~k?1(1

+

1J+lf

(-l)i+lti)1-

(i)

Note that
Mf+g)

h(
MA8)(g), 8(f )(O) =

1, (t2

) = (1

_ t"Y)_1

and
8(t

)=)

(1

+ t2

).

of I intothe group G of those units of Z[[t]]
We have that ,8 is a morphism
with leadingterm1. Supposenowfe G. Definefninductivelyas follows:
fA

-f,

and
fn(1 + (-l)ntn+l)-fn(+n1)

f and it followsthat
(n). Now j8(g) f,
Let g(O) = 0, and g(n) = (- j)n-1ff-f
,8: I d G is an isomorphism.
Suppose now that K is a commutativering and X is a free graded
K-module of finite type. The Euler-Poincare' series of X is the element

a(X) e Z[[t]] such that a(X)(n) is the dimensionof Xn over K. We have
a(XQ Y) = a(X) + a(Y), and a(XO Y) = a(X)a(Y).
If f, g e Z[[t]], we say that f ? g is f(n) < g(n) forall n. Suppose h: X > Y
it
then a(Y) < a(X) and, for h to be an isomorphism,
is an epimorphism,
is necessaryand sufficient
that a( Y) = a(X).
If K is a field,and X is such that X0 = 0, thena(X) e I, and so 46a(X) is
defined.If p # 2, or X2q,,= 0 forall q, then46a(X) = a(A(X)). Indeedthis
is the reason for defining8 in the way in which we have. The fact that
a
follows easily fromthe identities,8(t2l) - (1 - t2l)-, and
a(A(X))
8a(X)
,8(t

l)

-

(1 + t2 +1).

We now want to deal withthe bigradedcase of the preceding. Thus let
Z[[s, t]] be the powerseriesringover Z in two variabless and t, and I theideal
of serieswith0 constantterm. Let G be the groupof unitswith leadingterm
1, and for a power series f, let f(m, n) be the coefficientof snt'. Define
,/: Id

G by letting 6(f)(m, n) be the coefficientof

smtn

in the power series

to the rationalfunction
corresponding
" 15i!m+

1

I

5jgn+

(1 + (- l)i+i+lsiti)(-l)%+J+lf(i,

The function8 has the followingproperties

j)
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(1)

18(f + g) = I80 8(g),

( 2 ) 8 is an isomorphism,
= (1 + (-l)m+n+lSmtn)(-1)m+n+l
(3) ,C(smt-)
For bigradedmodulesover K we consideronlytwo special cases. In case
1 we deal withfreebigradedmodulesX of finitetypesuch that Xpq = 0 for
p < 0. We let a(X)(m, n) be the dimensionover K of Xm,m+n.In case 2 we
deal withfreebigradedmodulesX of finitetypesuchthatXp,q= 0 forp > 0,
and we let a(X)(m, n) be the dimensionover K of X-___n-_
If f, g e Z[[s, t]] we say that f

?

g if f(m, n) _ g(m, n) for all m, n. If

Y is an epimorphism
in either of the cases underconsideration
h: X
then
it is necessaryand sufficient
a( Y) < a(X) and, forh to be an isomorphism,
that a( Y) = a(X).
If K is a field,and X is such that X0.0 0, then a(X) e I, 46a(X) is defined,and 8a(X) = aA(X) if p # 2 or Xm,
n 0 forall m + n odd.
-

If X is a gradedmoduleover K, let L(X) denote the
sub Lie algebra of T(X) generatedby X. The Lie algebra L(X) is called the
6.18. DEFINITION.

free Lie algebra generated by X.

Note that if K is a fieldof characteristic0, thenPT(X) = L(X), and we
have alreadyused this notationin 5.17. Observefurtherthat it is clear,from
the universalpropertiesof UL(X) and T(X), that UL(X) = T(X).
6.19. PROPOSITION. If K is a field, X is a graded vector space over K,
and U(L(X)) is filtered by its Lie filtration, then the natural morphism
E
E? U(L (X))

A(L(X))
is an isomorphism.

PROOF. Because of the usual argumentconcerning
directlimits,we may
assume that X is of finitetype. Supposethe characteristicof K is 2. There
is a functorfromthe categoryof gradedK-modulesintoitselfwhichdoubles
dimension;namely,to a gradedK-moduleB, it assigns the graded K-modules
B', it
D(B) such that D(B)2q = Bq, and D(B)2q+, - 0. To a morphismf: B
=
that
assigns the morphism
fq. The functor
D(f): D(B)
D(B') such
D(f)2q
-

D has the property that D(B 0 B') = D(B)
DA(B) for any graded K-module B, L(D(B))

0

D(B'). Moreover A(D(B)) =
= D(L(B)), and U(L(D(B))) =

DU(L(B)). Consequentlyin orderto provetheproposition
it suffices
to assume
that if the characteristicof K is 2, thenX2q+,= 0 forall q.
We now want to make a furtherreduction. This is done by introducing
a special filtrationon L(X), and UL(X) = T(X). This filtration
is definedby
settingFqL(X) = 0 for q _ 0, and FqL(X) = L(X) nf rqTr(X) for q > 0.
is inThe filtrationon T(X) is such that FqT(X) = 3rqTr(X). A filtration
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duced on X itself. We let Y be the bigraded vector space E0(X), and note
that Yr,. = 0 for r # 1, and Y1 , = X8+1. In particular Y0,0 0. We have
Since this filtrationis complete, it sufficesto
EOT(X)= T(Y)
U(L(Y)).
prove, in order to prove the proposition,the bigraded version of the proposition
dealing with a bigraded vector space Y where Y, 0 = 0.
We may assume without loss that Y = K ? W where W is a free
bigraded Z module. Now if we set f = a(W), we have f = a(K ? W) for
any fieldK. Moreover T( Y) = K ?& T( W), and thus a(T( Y)) = a(T( W)) =
(1 - f)-1 for any fieldK. Suppose the characteristic of K is zero. In this case
E0 UL(Y) is an isomorphism by ? 5.16. Consequently
we have AL(Y)
,8(a(L( Y)) = (1 f)-l. Suppose we let g = a(L( W)), and h = a(L( Y)). Since
there is a natural epimorphismK ?z L( W)
L( Y), it follows that h ? g.
Since this last epimorphismis an isomorphismif the characteristic of K is 0,
it follows that j8(g) = (1 - f)1. Since 8 is order preserving and h ? g, it
and the natural
follows that /3(h)? (1 - f)1. However j6(h) = aA(L(Y))
is an epimorphism. Therefore j8(h) >
morphism AL(Y)
> E?UL(Y)
(1 - f)-1. It follows that ,4(h) = (1 - f)-1, AL( Y) -e E? UL( Y) is an isomorL(Y)
phism, and since f8 is an isomorphism,that h = g, i.e., K0& L(W)
is an isomorphism. Thus the propositionis proved.
-

e

It is worth remarking that neither the assertion that K ?L(W)
L(Y) is an isomorphismor the assertion that a(AL( Y)) = flaL( Y) is true if
the characteristic of K is 2, and Wi,2, # 0 for some q.
6.20. THEOREM (Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt). If K is a field, L is a Lie
algebra over K, and U(L) is filtered by its Lie filtration, then the natural
morphism
A(L)
E?U(L)
-

e

is an isomorphism.

e

3 E0U(L). Now
PROOF. For any Lie algebra L, temporarilylet C(L)
choose a graded vector space X so that there is an exact sequence of Lie algeL'
0. We have a commutative diagram
bras 0
L(X) > L
-

A(L)
A(L(X)) -

> CL')
C(L(X)).

Since A(L') > A(L(X)) is a monomorphism,it follows that A(L')
C(L') is a
C(L) is an epimorphism
monomorphism. Since the natural morphismA(L)
for any Lie algebra L, it follows that A(L')
C(L') is an isomorphism. The
fact that U(L) = U(L(X))// U(L') implies that C(L) = C(L(X))//C(L'). More-
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over A(L) = A(L(X))//A(L'). Thus A(L)
theorem is proved.

C(L) is an isomorphism, and the

7. Some classical theorems
Convention. In this section quasi Hopf algebra will refer only to those
quasi Hopf algebras whose multiplication is associative.
7.1. DEFINITION. Let A be an augmented algebra over K. Define FpA = A
for p > 0, and FA = I(A)-P for p < 0. The filtration{F.A} is called the
augmentation filtrationof A.

7.2. PROPOSITION. If A is an augmentedalgebra over K filteredby its
augmentationfiltration,then
( 1 ) E0(A) is a bigradedconnectedalgebra over K,
( 2 ) Q(E0(A))pq =O for p # -1,
(3)

Q(E0(A))-1,q = Q(A)q1.

7.3. PROPOSITION. If A and B are augmentedalgebras overthe field K
filteredbytheiraugmentationfiltrations,thenE0(A (0 B) = E0(A) 0 E0(B).
The proof of the preceding propositionsis immediate.
7.4. PROPOSITION. If A is a quasi Hopf algebra overthefieldK, and A is

filteredbyits augmentationfiltration,thenE0(A) is a primitivelygenerated
bigradedHopf algebra over K with comultiplicationE0(A) induced by the
comultiplicationA of A.
Once more the proof is immediate from the definitions.
Using the augmentation filtration,we have associated with any quasi Hopf
algebra A over the fieldK a primitivelygenerated Hopf algebra eE0(A) which
is closely related to A. That it is not in general isomorphicwith A as an algebra,
can be seen by letting A be the Steenrod algebra or the group algebra of an
appropriatelychosen finitegroup, e.g., the Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetric
group on p2 letters for p an odd prime. We will see, however, that if A is
connected, and has commutative multiplication, then A and @EO(A) are
isomorphicwith A as algebras if the fieldK is perfect. This can be viewed as
a major part of the content of the theorems of Hopf, Leray, and Borel if one
chooses to do so. These theorems will be proved in this section.

quasi Hopf algebra
7.5. THEOREM(Leray). If A is a connectedcommutative
overthefieldK ofcharacteristiczero and X = Q(A), thenif f: X I(A) is a
I(A) >- X
morphismofgradedvectorspaces suchthatthecompositionX is theidentitymorphismofX, where7cis thenatural morphism,thenthere
A induced byf.
is an isomorphismof algebras A(X)
-
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PROOF. Choose f satisfying the required conditions. Let f: A(X)
A
denote the morphism of augmented algebras induced by f. Now f induces
E?(f): E0(A(X))
> E0(A), and E0(f) is a morphismof bigraded connected Hopf
algebras. Applying 7.2 and the manner in which f was chosen, we have that
Q(E0(f)): Q(E0(A(X)))
Q(E0(A)) is an isomorphism. It is essentially the
identitymorphismof X. Applying 4.17 we have a commutative diagram
-

P(EO(A(X)))

1.

P(E (A))

1.

Q(E (A(X)))
Q(EO(A))
such that the morphismsrepresentedby the vertical arrows are monomorphisms.
Thus P(E0(f)) is a monomorphism. It results that E0(f) is an isomorphism.
Hence f is an isomorphismand the theorem is proved.
Note that, in the precedingproof,connectednessof A was used to guarantee
that the augmentationfiltrationof A was complete,allowing us to conclude that
f was an isomorphismfrom the fact that E0(f) was an isomorphism.
The theorem of Hopf is that special case of the preceding where, for some
integer n, we have Aq - 0 for q > n. This guarantees Q(A)q = 0 for q even,
and that, as an algebra, A is an exterior algebra generated by elements of odd
degree.
7.6. DEFINITIONSAND REMARKS. If A is an algebra over K, a submodule Y
of A is a generating submodule if the natural morphismT( Y) > A induced by
Y e A is an epimorphism. A set of generators for A is a graded set X which
is a set of generators for a generating submodule. If A is connected, we may
by 3.8 always choose a set of generators to be contained in I(A). If K is a field,
then we will have that the set of generators has no superfluouselements if its
image in Q(A) is a basis for Q(A).
7.7. DEFINITION. If A is an algebra over Kand x e A. forsome n, the height
of x is the least integer q such that Xq = 0; or, if no such integer exists, the
height of x is infinity.
7.8. PROPOSITION. Let A be a connected quasi Hopf algebra over the field
K which as an algebra has one generator x of degree n, then A is a Hopf
algebra, and
( 1 ) if the characteristic of K is zero, the height of x is two for n odd
and infinity for n even;
( 2 ) if the characteristic of K is p odd, then the height of x is twofor n
odd and either infinity or a power of p for n even; and
( 3 ) if the characteristic of K is two, then the height of x is either in-
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finity or a power of two.
PROOF. We must have A(x)= x 1 + 10 x. Thus x is primitive,A is associative, and A is a Hopf algebra. If for n odd the characteristic of Kis zero odd,
then x2 -0 since A is commutative. In the remainingcases considerthe formula
A(xq) = Ei+j=q

(i, j)xi

0

xi

where (i, j) denotes the appropriate binomial coefficientand x0 = 1. If the
characteristic of K is zero, we have by induction that Xq # 0 for all q. If the
characteristic of K is p, we must have that if x is of finiteheight q, then all
of the binomial coefficients(i, q - i) such that 0 < i < q are zero, and thus q
is a power of p.
7.9. PROPOSITION. If A is a connected quasi Hopf algebra over the field
K of characteristic p # 0, and the multiplication of A is commutative,then if
(1) Q(A)r = 0 for r > n, and
(2) df(I(A)) = 0 for some integer f,
it followsthatP(A)r= 0 for r > pr-1n.
PROOF. Suppose firstthat A has one generator x in degree k. If both p and
k are odd, then xi - 0, x is a basis for I(A) and the propositionis trivially true.
Otherwise, since x, xi, . . ., x~f-i generate I(A) and A(xq) =
i+1 =qzij)xi 0 xj
where (i, j) denotes the appropriate binomial coefficient,we have that P(A) is
generated by x, d(x), ..., t"-1(x), and the propositionis again true.
Suppose now that the assertion is proved for quasi Hopf algebras with q
or less generators as an algebra, and that A has q + 1 generators. Choosing a
set of q + 1 generators, let X be one of highest degree and let A' be the sub
quasi Hopf algebra generated by the remaining generators. Let A" = A//A',
and note that A" is a quasi Hopf algebra with one generatorsatisfying(1) and (2).
Modifying 3.12 slightly, since we have not assumed that A has an associative
P(A").
P(A')
P(A)
comultiplication, there results an exact sequence 0
By induction the propositionis true for A'. It is true for A" since A" has one
generator. Thus the proposition is true for finitely generated quasi Hopf
algebras. The usual direct limit argument now shows that it is true in general.
-

-

-

7.10. PROPOSITION. If A is a connectedquasi Hopf algebra over theperfect
field K, the multiplication of A is commutative,A' is a sub quasi Hopf algebra
of A, A" = A//A',and
(1)

0 -Q(A')

-

Q(A)

Q(A")

Ois exact,

(2) Q(A), = Oforr > n, and
(3) A" has one generator x in degree n, then A is isomorphic with
A' (0 A" as an algebra.
PROOF. Let w: Am A" be the natural morphism. If f: A"- A is a morphism
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of graded vector spaces such that wf - A, then by 1.7, the composition
A'0( A"f

)A

A

)A

is an isomorphismof left A'-modules. Since the multiplication of A is commutative qp is a morphism of algebras. Thus for the composition to be an
isomorphismof algebras, it is necessary and sufficientthat f be a morphismof
algebras.
In other words, in order to prove the proposition,it sufficesto show that
there exists y ? An such that r(y) = x and the height of y is the same as the
height of x. Clearly any y such that r(y) = x will sufficeif n is odd and the
characteristic of K is zero or odd; or, if the height of x is infinity. Thus we
may suppose without loss that we are in one of the remaining cases, the characteristic of K is p, and the height of x is pf. Let B' = tf(A') and observe that,
since the fieldK is perfect, B' is the sub Hopf algebra Kif(A') of A'. Let C' A//B', C" = C//C'. Now 4.11 (extended to the case of quasi Hopf
A'//B', C
algebras) implies that the natural morphismA"
C" is an isomorphism. We
have also that C' is a sub quasi Hopf algebra of C, and Q(A') = Q(C'), Q(A) =
C" be the natural morphism and choose z ? CG such that
Q(C). Let w': C
w'(z) = x C ' = Ant. We have A(z) = z ( 1 + 1 ( z + u where u (C') I(C') .
0 and A(~fz) = 0fZ8 1 + 1 0 ~fz. This means -f(z) ? P(C)Pfn.
Thus tf(u)
0 since 0 P(C')
However, P(C) ffl
P(C)
P(C") is exact, and both Cr
and C" satisfy the hypotheses of 7.9. Thus tf(z)
0.
C be the natural morphism. Choose w ? Ansuch that a(w) = z.
Let a: A
Now A(w) = w (8 1 + 10 w + v where v C I(A') 0 I(A'). Thus (A a a)A(ifw)
0 and both that (A 0 a)v ? I(A') (0 I(C') and that r
$fw 0 1 using that tfz 0,
is zero in I(A') 0 I(C'). Consequently applying 4.9 (extended to the case of
quasi Hopf algebras) we have that w ? B'. Thus there exists w. ? A' such
that tfwo - w. Letting y- w - w, we have r(y) = x and the height of y
is pf. Hence the propositionis proved.
-

-

-

7.11. THEOREM (Borel). If A is a connected quasi Hopf algebra over the
perfect field K, the multiplication in A is commutative, and the underlying
graded vectorspace of A is of finite type, then as an algebra, A is isomorphic
with a tensor product ?i, Ai of Hopf algebras Ai, where Ai is a Hopf algebra
with a single generator xi.
PROOF. Note that, under the hypotheses of the theorem, A(n) is finitely
generated as an algebra. Thus the theorem follows by induction from the
preceding propositionfor A(n). A simple direct limit argument completes the
proof.
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7.12. EXAMPLE. Let K be a fieldof characteristic p which is not perfect.
Let B be the Hopf algebra which, as an algebra, is the free commutative algebra
generated by two generators x and y of degree n even. Let k ? K be an element
which does not have a p' th root in K, and let A be the sub Hopf algebra generated by t(x) - k$(y). Finally let C= B//A. We have that C is a primitively
generated Hopf algebra with two generators x and y having commutative
multiplication. However, the algebra of C cannot be decomposed into a tensor
product of two algebras with one generator.
7.13. THEOREM. If B is a connectedquasi Hopf algebra with commutative
multiplication over the perfect field K, and B is filtered by its augmentation
filtration, then B is isomorphic with @E0(B) as an algebra.
PROOF. Note that for any augmented algebra A, we have @E0(A) is an
augmented algebra and EO(@EE(A)) = E0(A). Let a be the set of pairs (A, f)
such that
( 1 ) A is a sub Hopf algebra of B such that the sequence 0 Q(A) Q(B)
is exact,

(2)

f: @EO(A)

-

A is a morphism
of algebras such that E0(f): E0(A)

EO(A) is the identitymorphism,and

( 3 ) if Q(f).: Q(@3E0(A)),
Q([E0(A))q = 0 forq > n.

-

Q(B)n, is not an isomorphism,then

Observe that condition 2 implies that f is an isomorphismof algebras.
Further since KG a, we have a is non-empty.

Orderthe pairs (A, f) by sayingthat (A, f) < (C, g) if
(1) Ac C,
( 2 ) if Q(A)n Q(C)n is not an isomorphism,then Q(A)q = 0 for q'> n,
-

(3)

the diagram
> @E0(C)

@E0(A)

Ig

If

A

-

C

is commutative.
A simple direct limit argument with a linearly ordered subset of a shows
that a has maximal elements. Let (A, f) be such a maximal element, and n the
least integer such that Q(A)n # Q(B)n if such an integer exists. Let y C Bn be
an element whose image in Q(B)n is not in Q(A)n and let C be the sub Hopf
algebra of B generated by A and y. Applying 7.10 we have that C is isomorphic

with A (0 C//A. Now E0(C) = E0(A) 0) E0(C//A). Moreover @E0(C//A) is

isomorphicwith C//Asince C//Ahas a single generator as an algebra. Therefore
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C so that (C, g) ? a and (A, f) < (C, g). This
we may choose g: @E0(C)
contradicts the maximality of (A, f) and shows that we must have had A = B
to start out with. Hence the theorem is proved.
7.14. LEMMA. If A is a connected primitively generated Hopf algebra
with commutativemultiplication over the field K of characteristic p + 0, then
P(K$(A)) - K(P(A))
PROOF. By 6.11 we have that Aand the result follows.

V(P(A)).

Now Kt(A) = V(K$(P(A))),

7.15. PROPOSITION. If A is a connected primitively generated Hopf
algebra over the perfect field K, the multiplication in A is commutative, A'
is a sub Hopf algebra of A, A" = A//A',and
O
( 1) 0
Q(A') ) Q(A) ) Q(A"f) -

=

Q(A)r O for r > n, and
(3) A" has one generator x in degree n, then A is isomorphic with
A' (0 A" as a Hopf algebra.
PROOF. In the notation of 7.10 it sufficesto prove there exists y ? An such
that wr(y)= x, height y = height x, and y is primitive. We now follow through
the proofof 7.10 observing that we may choose z, w, and w0primitive,this last
being true since we obtain dfw? P(dfA') - dfP(A') by the preceding lemma and
using the fact that K is perfect.
(2)

7.16. THEOREM. If A is a connectedprimitively generated Hopf algebra
over the perfect field K, the multiplication in A is commutative, and the
underlying graded vector space of A is of finite type, then there is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras of A with ?&i,, Ai where each Ai is a Hopf algebra
with a single generator xi.
PROOF. One applies 7.15 inductively, and passes to the direct limit.
Note that in 7.11 we have an isomorphismof algebras and that, under the
stronger hypotheses of 7.16, we have an isomorphismof Hopf algebras.
7.17. DEFINITION. The algebra A is strictly commutative if it is commutative and if, in addition, x2 0 for every X of odd degree in A.
7.18. REMARKS. If A is an algebra over a field of characteristic not two,
then A is commutative if and only if A is strictlycommutative. Over any ring
K, the free strictly commutative algebra generated by a graded module X is
the quotient of A(X) by the ideal I generated by the elements x2where x is an
element of odd degree of A(X). If X is concentrated in odd degrees then the
free strictly commutative algebra generated by X is called the Grassmann or
exterior algebra of X. It is usually denoted by E(X), and has the propertythat
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E(XO Y)= E(X)
E( Y). The morphismX- X63X
D where x -(x, x) induces a
morphismwhich makes E(X) into a Hopf algebra in a canonical way. If X is
projective of finitetype, then E(X)* is easily seen to be the same thing as E(X*).
If X is concentrated in even degrees, the algebra A(X) is sometimescalled
the symmetricalgebra generated by X. If X is free and generators {Xi}ji for
X are given, it is called also the polynomial algebra generated by {X}tI.
7.19. EXAMPLE. Let K be a fieldof characteristic p which is not perfect.
Let B be the Hopf algebra which, as an algebra, is the free commutativealgebra
generated by an element x of degree 2 and an element y of degree 2p. Let k
be an element of K which does not have a p' th root, and let A be the sub Hopf
algebra of B generated by i2(x) - ki(y). Letting C = B//A we have that C is
a primitivelygenerated Hopf algebra with two generators x and y. However,
neither 7.11 or 7.13 is true for C. This example differsfrom that of 7.12 in
that 7.13 is true for the example of 7.12.
7.20. THEOREM (Samelson-Leray). Let A be a connectedHopf algebra over
thefield K having strictly commutativemultiplication, and such that Q(A)X =
0 for n even, then the natural morphism E(P(A))
A induced by P(A) - A
is an isomorphism.
PROOF. It sufficesto prove the theorem assuming that A is of finitetype.
Now P(A)
Q(A) is a monomorphismby 4.21 or 4.20 dependingon the characteristic of K. Note that in the case of finitecharacteristic i(I(A)) = 0 since A
is generated by elements of odd degree and is strictly commutative. We thus
have that A* is primitivelygenerated, i.e., P(A*)
Q(A*) is an epimorphism.
However P(A*)n = 0 for n even thus [x, y] = 0 for x, y primitive elements of
A*. Since A* is primitivelygenerated, this means that the multiplicationin A*
is commutative. If the characteristic of K is two and x is a primitiveelement
of odd degree, then x2 is primitiveof even degree so x2= 0. Consequently A*
is strictlycommutativeand Q(A*)n = 0 for n even. Applying 4.21 or 4.20 again
is a monomorphism. It results that
we have for any fieldKthat P(A*) -Q(A*)
P(A)
Q(A) is an isomorphismand the theorem follows.
Note that in the preceding it was importantthat A be a Hopf algebra and
not just a quasi Hopf algebra. The result of the theoremis not velid if associativity of the comultiplicationis not assumed.
-

-

-

7.21. PROPOSITION. If B is a connected Hopf algebra over the field K of
characteristic different from two, and both the multiplication and the
comultiplication of B are commutative, then B is isomorphic with A 0 C
where A is a Grassman algebra with generators of odd degree, and C is a
Hopf algebra which is zero in odd degrees.
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PROOF. Let Lq = P(B)q for q odd and Lq = 0 for q even. Let A be the sub

Hopf algebra of B generated by L(A = E(L)). Let C - B//A. Assuming B is
of finitetype, we have L* is the odd degree part of P(B*). There results a
A has the property
B* whose dual j: B
morphismof Hopf algebras j*: A*
B
A is the identity morphismof A. Using j, we
that the compositionA
C is an isomorphism.
formA\\B,and observe that the compositionA\\B B
Thus B = A 0 C, and the propositionis proved.
-

-

-

8. Morphisms of connected coalgebras into connected algebras
8.1. DEFINITIONS. If A is a connected coalgebra and B is a connected
B such that
algebra, let G(A, B) denote the set of morphismof modules f: A
e
K.
If
of
let
be
the
composition
f*g
B),
f,
g
G(A,
fAis the identitymorphism
-

A

sD B .

A&8AfoigB&B-

8.2. PROPOSITION. If A is a connected coalgebra and B is a connected
algebra, then G(A, B) is a group under the operation * with identity
A---

K

'Y

) B.

PROOF. The fact that G(A, B) is a monoid is clear from the definitions. It

remains to show that, if f e G(A, B), there exists f-1 e G(A, B). Suppose f-1 is
1 + 10 x +
x' 0 x".
definedin degrees less than n, x E An, and A(x) =x
i
Note we may assume n > 0, and that 0 < degree x"' < n for all i. Let f-1(x) =
-

x -E

x' f-l(XD').

A is a morphism of connected coalgebras
8.3. PROPOSITION. If f: A'
B' is a morphism of connected algebras, there is induced a
and g: B
G(A', B) by G(f, g) h = ghf.
morphism of groups G(f, g): G(A, B)
-

-

-

8.4.

DEFINITION.

If A is a connected Hopf algebra, the conjugation

of A

is the inverse in G(A, A) of the identity morphismof A. It is denoted by CA
or C.

8.5. PROPOSITION. If A and B are connected Hopf algebras, then
CA? CB: A 0 B > A 0 B is the conjugation of A O B.
The proof is straightforward.
8.6. PROPOSITION. If A is a connected Hopf algebra, then the diagram
A

-A0(A
{T
A0( A

C

A

-*

4A (0

A
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is commutative.
PROOF. Since A is a morphismof algebras, we have by 8.3 that AC is the
inverse of A. It remains to show that (C 0 C) TA is also an inverse of A. Since
T is an automorphism of the Hopf algebra A 0 A we have T(C 0 C)
(C O C)T. Now
A* (T(C 0 C)A)
= (p0p)(A0T0A)A0A0T(A
0 (C0 C)A)A
- (p 0A)(A0
T)(A 0pOA)(A0AOC0C)(AOA0A)(A0A)A
=

=(pp A)(A 0 T)((A 0 p(A 0 C)A) 0 C)(A 0 A)A
.
re?C)(A?A)A
(cpA)(A?T)(A

Observing that T(7es0 C)A = (C (0 72e)A,the last line above becomes
- (Os 8) e)A (0 0 A)(A 0 C0 7s)(A0 A)A = ((cp(A 0C)A) ()Ore)A
72s
and the propositionis proved.
Note that the associativityof the comultiplicationwas used in the preceding.
8.7. PROPOSITION. If A is a connected Hopf algebra, then the diagram
A0&A
A?A

S-,A

Icoc~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IC

1T1

AOA

S-*A

is commutative.
The proof of this propositionis just the dual of the proof of 8.6.
8.8. PROPOSITION. If A is a Hopf algebra with either commutative
A is the
multiplication or commutative comultiplication, then C o C: A
identity morphism of A.
PROOF. It sufficesto show that C2 = C o C is the inverse of C in G(A, A).
Now C2* C = q(C X C)(C X A)A = CRT(C OgA)A by 8.7. If either p or A is
Car = as, and the proposition is
commutative, this becomes Cp(C 0 A)A
-

proved.
8.9. COMMENTS. If we consider the category a of augmented coalgebras
with commutative comultiplicationover K, it is easily seen to be a category
with products. The product of A and B is just A 0 B. This is not the case if
we do not restrict ourselves to commutativecomultiplication. Moreover K is a
point in this category, i.e., given any object A in a there is a unique morphism
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K
A and a unique morphisms: A
K. This means that we can definethe
notion of monoid in the category. Letting A x B denote the product in the
category of A and B, we have that a monoid in the category is an object A
A such that the diagrams
together with a morphismg': A x A
i:

-

-

SA

A x A x
|A X SD

AKxA

1

->

A = K x A-

A

9

XA

AA
A x A

\\AI

\A
A

A xK

I~

A~AxA

\\A

A

X A x A A,

A=x A x

A

.arecommutative.In otherwordsa monoidin the categoryCTis just a Hopf
A groupinthecategoryis a monoid
-algebrawithcommutative
comultiplication.
.inthe categorytogetherwith C: A A such that the diagram
A
xC
~~~A
-k

\\

K~~

\ /

/
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is commutative.Thus we have just seenthatthe connectedHopfalgebraswith
are groupsin the categoryd.
commutativecomultiplication
If we let T denotethecategoryof topologicalspaces withbase point,then
if K is a field,thereis a naturalfunctorH*( , K): Tx C whichto everyspace
in K. The comultiplication
X assigns its singularhomologywith coefficients
H*(X, K) 0 H*(X, K) is the morphisminducedby the diagonal
H*(X, K)
A: X X x X. Note that if P is a point, H*(P, K) = K. Thus P* X
-

induces K

-

H* (X; K)

and X

P induces H* (X; K)

)K.

The functor

H*( , K): T aC preservesproducts,sendsmonoidsintomonoids,and groups
into groups. Indeed it sends connectedH-spaces with homotopyassociative
multiplicationinto groups. If G is a group in fTand G operateson X on the
left,thenG x XXinducesH*(G;
K)0H*(X, K) -H*(X, K), andH*(X, K)
becomesa modulecoalgebraover the Hopf algebra H*(G, K). We assume the
usual associativityconditionsetc. forthe operationof G on X.
We will concludethis sectionby showingone moreanalogybetweenconand groups;namely,
nectedHopf algebraswithcommutativecomultiplication
that in this case, thereis just one notionof normalsubalgebra(3.3).
8.10. PROPOSITION. If B is a connectedHopf algebra with commutativecomultiplication,and A is a sub Hopf algebra of B, thenthefollowingara
equivalent:
( 1 ) A is a leftnormal subalgebraof B,
(2) A is a rightnormal subalgebraof B. and
(3) A is a normal subalgebraof B.
to show that, if I(A)B c BI(A), then I(A)B = BI(A)..
PROOF. It suffices
Applyingthe conjugationoperation,we have C(I(A)B) c C(BI(A)). However,
C(I(A)B) = C(B)C(I(A)) = BI(A), and C(BI(A)) = C(I(A))C(B) = I(A)B by 8.7
and 8.8, whichprovesthe proposition.
Appendix. The characteristiczero homologyof H-spaces
By Corollary4.18 we have that, if A is a connectedHopf algebra over a
generatedif and onlyif the
zero,thenit is primitively
fieldK of characteristic
in A is commutative.Applying5.18, we have thatsucha Hopf
comultiplication
algebrais theuniversalenvelopingalgebraof the Lie algebraof its own primitive elements,i.e., A = U(P(A)).
associativemultiplication,
Now if G is an H-space withunitand homotopy
then H*(G; K) is a Hopf algebra. MoreoverG is connectedif and only if
H*(G; K) is connected. AssumingG connected,we have that H*(G; K) is
generated,sincethe fact that the diagonal A: G o G x G is comprimitively
in H*(G; K) is commutative.Thus
mutative,impliesthatthe comultiplication
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H*(G, K) = U(P(H*(G; K))). In this situation it is possible to give P(H*(G; K))
a more geometric interpretation. We now proceed to indicate how this is done.
stands for the q' th homotopy
If G satisfies the above conditions, and Wuq(G)
group of G based at the identity element of G, there is defineda pairing
[ , ]: 7w,(G)0} 7Wq(G) 7rp+q(G)

having the following properties:
then[x, y] ( 1 ) if x e 11p(G),and y C 7Wq(G),
y C 7rq(G),z C 7r(G), then
( 2 ) if x e 11p(G),
(

(_

)Pq+l[y,

x],

rI)X, [y, z]] + (_ 1)P [y, [z, x]] + (_ 1)q[z, [x, y]] =

0

and
(3)
then

if x c11(G), y C Wq(G)and Xn:wr(G)-+Hn(G)

is the Hurewicz morphism,

Xp+q[X, Y] = Xp(X)Xq(Y) - ()PqXq(y)Xp(X)

Consequently K being of characteristic zero, the graded vector space 7w(G;K)
such that wn(G;K) =wrT"(G)0& K becomes a Lie algebra over K, and the induced
morphism X: wu*(G;K)
H*(G, K) is a morphism of Lie algebras. Details
concerning the preceding may be found in several places, e.g., [8] or [9]. The
Lie product in w*(G; K) is frequently called the Samelson product.
Now one has that the image of X is contained in P(H*(G; K)). It is in fact
exactly P(H*(G; K)) as has been proved by Cartan and Serre. The proofis most
easily carried out by looking at the natural Postnikov system of G [7], and
observing that at each stage the fibreis totally non-homologousto zero. This
last fact is obtained by observing that each stage of this Postnikov system is
a principal fibrationwith fibre,base, and total space all H-spaces of the type
under consideration. It results that the characteristic zero k invariant of the
fibrationis zero due to its being a primitiveelement of a degree such that the
space of primitive elements of this degree is zero by inductive hypothesis.
Combining these facts there results the following theorem.
-

THEOREM. If G is a pathwise connectedhomotopyassociative H-space with
unit, and X: wu(G;K)
H*(G; K) is the Hurewicz morphism of Lie algebras,
then the induced morphism x: U(wu(G;K))
H*(G; K) is an isomorphism of
Hopf algebras.
-

-

Note that if G is a pathwise connectedtopological group, then the conditions
of the theorem obtain.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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